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ABSTRA Tilts pamphlet gives a popular treatment of the problems
of design and combat applicatien of antitank guided missiles [ATGM]
(".yPC). It relates the reasons that prompted the development of
these missiles and the classification of ATGM's according to the
most important criteria. After an acquaintance with the general
concept of an ATGM, a more detailed account is given of the basic
principles of designing the individual components of the ATGM (rocket
engines, airframes, and so forth). For an understanding of the
principles of action of the individual ATGM components, brief
information is given from aerodynamics, the theory of gyroscopes,
and electronics. The pamphlet discusses the methods of firing
antitank guided missiles and the procedures of firing instruction.
Problems concerning the combat application of ATGM for various
types of troops and for the most importa-t forms of combat are
outlined. Brief performance characteristics of contemporary ATGM's
are given and the means for their further development are discussed.
Futhermore, a brief description of contemporary unguided antitank
rocket weapons is presented. The pamphlet was written on the basis
of materials of the foreign'/press ani does not pretend to give an
exhausting account of all the problems connected with the fundamentals
of design and the principles of comba' utilization of ATGM's. The
pamphlet is intended for an extremely wide range of military and
civilian readers who are interested in new military equipment and
its combat application. English translation: 45 figures; 86 pages.
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of dbuo i C~ -appliaio fani'.k'gied iLi-

It relates the r;Oasois 'thit prompted- the de'Velopfriinto
tas istiles and ~thie'ilisiftcation or AWNM'. adcordig- fto -

Ahe, most L1~ortant ckiteria.

SAfter n-acquaiitanice with, the general ecorcept ot' W' ATG!4,
,,&Iw'~oki' detailed' accun i-given or the brisic' priiccip lp of-
de Vgnlng- the "indivi4ial Components -of' an.ATOM (r'ckI.-t er,-n-"
iai~frimss, and. sp foith),. For'an understanding or the pirinciple.;

of . ato ofheididaATMomponents, brief Information
is given t'rom~aerodynamii, te theory of'~rso~ n

electronicls.

The paphiet discusses the methods of' firinig abti'arik guided
missiles and the procedures of firing instruction. Prob'lems con-
cerning, the. combat_ appliation of- ATOM -tor Various types of' i-roof's
a ,nd ftor: th ot~motn orms of- combat are puti'Ued.

-Brief perfor ce-characteristics of contemporary f.TGM'z ar-
given and- the 7qa17for thei. r further developm -ent are discuzZed.
Furthieruore,,a brier'description of contemporary unguidjed
-antitank-rocket weapons is presented.

-The pimphlet was written on the basis of -materials of tha
foreign press and does n6t pretend to give arh exhausting account
of all 'the problemns connect'ed with tle'fundaiiicntais of' design
atid the ,principles of combat utilization of ATOM'si

-The-.pamphlet 'is intended ~for an extremely wide ranige of'
militairy ,an -iV ilian readeis wio are'interested in new 3iilita.ry
equ~pment and its combat 'pplieatIon.
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INTRODUCTION,

In recent years, more and more attention has ,been given abroad to the Imorovement

of tanks and-the means of defense ,against them.

In the opinion of foreign sr-iialists, -the role of tanks in a future war will

significantly increase. Inasmuch as, under conditions of thermonuclear war, tanks

possess such valuable qua) ities as good protection of toe mechanisms anM the crew

from shock waves, flash, and radiation, they are better than any other arm of the,

service, and are abie to-use the effects of the nuclear attacks, of their own forces

on the enemy, Furchermore, it is considered abroad that tanks are also eftectiVe
? antitank weapons..

Considering the possibility of the application of tactical ,nuclear weapons,

-western specialists consider that the main task of tanks in an offensive operation

will be to break through the enemy defense and effect a swift victory in his depth.

The main defensiVe objective of tanks, in the opinion of foreign military

specialists, will be the infliction of counterattacks. They will be used as

antitank weapons in defensive operations only in excepvlonal c_;-s.

-In connection with the fact that military ppecialisGsrabroad attach such a

* large value to the role of tanks in Tuture War, all the -capitalistic -countries -

are continuing to improve tanks -in the direction of strengthening their t mor

protection, increasing maneuverability, and ircreasing the power of tank guns.

The first tanks had limited mobility, andtheir'armor was re~Atively thin;

therefore, they could be successfully defeated by means of conventional- artillery

and grenade clusters. In time, tank armor became thicker, their speed and

mancuverability increased, and their armament became more powerful., Tanks were

turned into threatening high-speed machines, armed with powerful guns, and capable

FTD-MT-65-224 -I-



1p-raWe fire.

Akq~tn*gww-nsud Lhe-Ir _iamotow ere zimadtaneou~1y improved IJir PA

&'-eyeKVrJid war, araitank gsw relaixy protectt~a the inrantry rrem .rzmy V~fi

le cbrmectibs with the- miu- cdcbat azzlpmnt or snttwA gun= (tht egombijjzi-

- UO if tanks), they are preseinted with zpecial requirements.

-first of all, they have to be 14ght, so that they can be rolled Jaa .~1 biehind

MAnzcu,6 An.antMy they inist be able to open. fire or- tank= -quily-, -A r:L

tW~ inveunt qr tanks which,, owing to their nobility, may tmexpectedly appear fr3=

M direction.

-Antitank guns -mst-have the kequired point-blank range (FIg, 1), i.e., tht

rape'at ~which -the traectorybheiajat does not exceed the height o" the target~ (trrk).

r'athein~ethey mint possess a rapid-firing capability-. A tank should be direrc.ly

-hit in one or '.,A shots, 3ince a tank moves at a high speed. Thereiore, tanks

are fired-upon 'by 6irect laying fkow point-blank range. Consequently, an antita&.

gun -should- have a low trajectory. Finally, antitank weapons zast possesz a high

armor-piercing capability and a close shooting, pattern.

Fig. 1. Point-Tblank range.

Ant itank ueapons were Improved in accordance with these requirements.

However, an increase in power and an Increase of point-blank range are connected

with an increase of caliber and initial velocity, which inevitably leads to an

increase in the weight of the weapon and lowers its maneuverability. Therefore,

the designers continuously wcrked on the creation of weapon- which would best

correspond to these contradictory requirements.

Of large value In the history of the development of antitank weapons was the

invention of hollow shaped-charge projectiles which do not require high velocities

for piercing armor. This made it possible, without increasing the initijal velocity

of the weapons, to increase the armor-piercing capability of the shells, How~ever,

inl spite of this, the initial velocity continued to be incieased in order to

Increase the point-blank range and the hit probability.

The antitank weapons of the countries that fought in the Secoro World %,ar

weighed froin I to 1.5 tons and could pierce armor up to 200 nn thick at i± pz_.1t-blrank

r.TD-MT-65-22'I -2-



V1W or U~P to 1000) mtr,.

During the Second World War, new ways or developing antitak iweapoz Vere

cmght. The search enr _d vVi.h the creation of a principally new form or weapon,

I.ej, te antitank guided missile [ATGN] (OI ).I development or these missiles began in Germany' in 1912-i13. ovever, th.

Fascist German Amy was defeated before these missiles went nto the field. After

the war, the development or new -forms of missiles coqtimred in all of the larger

capitalistic countries, and nov they have created a whole series of antitank missiles

of the most diverse designs.

However, all of these missiles presently possess a number of shortcomingsj as

a resu]t or which, in the opinion of foreign speciaJlists, it is necessary to arm

the infantry with lght-weight, close-range, antitank weapons. Therefore, along
I with antitank guided missiles, a number of foreign armies also have unguided antitank

rocket weapons.

I FTD-MT-65"-?24 -3-



I

i. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THE DESIGN
OF ATGN's AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION

During the flight of an artillery shell, it Is acted upon by basically two

forces: gravity and air resistance. Due to the action of these forces, the flight

trajectory of the shell constitutes a curve. It is clear from Fig. I ,that if it

would be possible to straighten out at least the last phase of the trajectory, the

shell would fly considerab..y further. The last phase of the shell's trajectory can

be straightened out only when a method is found for balancing the action of gravity

for a definite length of time. Then an antitank missile will be able to fly on a

straight line further than a conventional missile.

It seems that there Is such a method, and it can be observed very frequently,

e.g., during the flight of aircraft. Furthermore,, there are rockets which can fly

on a course that has been shown to them beforehand. Consequently, it is fully

possible to create an antitank missile with a straightened trajectory. This missile

should have small dimensions, be light, convenient for transporting and maneuvering

in the battlefield, have the necessary radius of action, and high acuracy of firing.

Such missiles are now available in m-_y countries of the worlBI The antitank

missile, which is c6nstructed like an aircraft, has wings.that create lift during

motion, and balance the gravity force. Antitank-missiles are equipped with rockiet

engines which, first of all, make it possible to construct a very lXight launcher

and, secondly, to surmount the action of air resistance during the operation of

the rocket engine.

So that the missile does not dtyiate from its assigned direction due to

inaccuracies in its manufacture and the inflanze of gusts of wind, and also for

taking into account tank maneuvers and the possibility of correcting sighting er-

rors, it is equipped with special instruments that make it possible to control it

-5-



at Iluzg jiav .

Cetcqoraiy antitank guided missile-s (for in=Lantce, mizssie* 'with solie1-

PrOpe3lS~t engines) comhit of the following bazic components or unif,; (Fig,. 2):-

u"rhad'1, rocket 4Dgl 2, airframe _3, stabilizing elements 4, Insthrmntz~ of

giddatac! And coistrcl system 5, and ailerons 6.

Air .- The war-head cofisidttz of* an explozivz-

4'charge, a detonator., a deton~ating cap, arid

~ .. ~ a fuse. The explosive chaige 'is hollow and
2is intended for the Iiwediate destruaction of

ftse ingitank armor. A hollow-ttype explosive 'charge

makes it possible for the missile to plerce
Fig. 2. Disgran of ATOM with SRE:
I - iiartieoA; 2 - rocket engine; 'tank of armor at a low velocity.
3 - alrframe; 4 - stabilizing elements';
5 -control system; 6 -ailerons. Mgost antitank missiles have two rocket

,engines. One of t-hen is called the booster, and the second Is known as th' siistainer.

the booster accelerates the missile to the necessary velocity, after which its ceases

operation.-,The sustainer either maintains a constant velocity, or increases it

somewhat, and operates until the missile hits the target. The booster operates for

0.5 to 3-seconds; the sustainer operates~ for a few seconds, depending upon flying-

range (this pertains to missiles whose velocityof flight is 100 to 200 V/sec). The

sustaini of the~imajority of missiles is designed so-that its thrust is approximately

equal to the air resistance. The thrust -9f certain Mtssiles is considerably greater

than the air ipsistance (for instanice, that of the Frdnch missile SS-1i).

Antitank 'missiles employ solid-propellant rocket engines [SRE] (IIP.),. air-

breathing jet, engines CAJE] (BpjA) and liquid-propdllant rocket ehgines [LRE] OiB.IJ.

The airf~rame consists of a boqdy (it is' also the body of the missile), wings,

anua.-rudders (jr other controls,; It connects all the missile uiits and creates

the controll~ing-forces 'that are necessary' for guiding the missile to the targ-...

The -wi.hgs' can be plane and annular.

-AerO'dYnamic ahd,,gas,-dyna~iic rudders are employed. The aerodynamic rudders

can be made in the form of deflecting plates or in the form of spoilers. The

missile can also be'controlled by varying the direction of action of the reaction

force of the engine.

The 'fins are designed so that the missile f'lies correctly, i.e., does not

bank and turn about.



The instrunts or the guidance and control systma perxit reiote edstrol: Of

tbe missle.

The missiles of the capitalistic cuntris-ex-inlyempiloy two guidance andl

co.-trol system: wire and radio. They are called remote-control s4*80 .

n antitank missile can also be guided and 'controlled by mams 4predetermined

program. During the flight of the miss.a%, Its p rogra ca no Ionger be cba ijd.

This ? ype of control system -is said -to be self-co~tained.

Guided antitank misziles are very divers*--.it egard to design. Therefore,

for- convenience of study, they are subdivided into groups acccrdnW, :to the character

of the design of individual units and certain -ther -criteri. The classification

of foreign antitank missiles according -to the basic criteria-is shown in Fig. 3.

After an acquaintance with the general construction of antitank guided mi silez

,and their clkisification,, we shall go on to a more detailed consideration of their

design ane, principle of action.

soo

; N' j~qm t!eqa I
Fig. 3. Classification of foreign ATGO's.

-7-



2. ATOM WAIM D

As.it 1 .kn wn, the warhead of a missile consists of an explosive charge, a

detonator, a detonating capi and a fuse; the explosive charge, as a rule, is shaped.

The explosive charge directly destroys armor. And what is the action of the

detonator and tihe fuse?

An explosive charge is usually made from a powerfui explosive that is not

-very sensitive to external influences (sbock6, impressions, fire). It explcdes

when another, more sensitive explosive is set off with It,; the quantity of this

explosive can be-significantly smaller. This phenomenon is called detonation.

Therefore, the warhead in addition to containing an:explosive charge, also has

a certain quantity of another explosive, which is called the detonator.
The fuse sets off the detonator. It contains a small quantity of sensitive

e.plosive. This explos4,ve is placed in a special box which is called--a flash
igniter. However, the f-ash igniter cannot set off the detonator. The ,detonating

cap is used for this purpose. It contains enough explosive to set off the detonator.

The detonating cap is set off by the explosion of the flash igniter and it yields

a quite powerful impulse, which sets off the detonator. The explosion of the

detonator sets off the explosive charge of the missile. Explosion of the 'flash

igniter occurs when the missile's nose strikes against the tank armor. Besides

the type described, there exist other kinds of fuses.

We shall now explain the arrangement and action of a hollow shaped-charge and

what the hollow shaped-charge effect is.

The hollow shaped-charge effect was known long ago. It consists of the

following: it was noted that when charges were set off which contained depressions,



the hole that was -made was larger A n when charges not containing depiresions-

were set off.

However, only In begirning of' ttie Second Wrld War was thist effect, which

was essentialiy modified, widely ,sed for military purposes. --In the first years

or the war, almost simultaneously, all armies began t6 .eqloy niew-o t weapodns

that utilized the hollow shaped-charge effect.. It was established that,-if-a

depression is made in-a charce in the shape of A cone and -the walls of -this

depression -are faced with i thin metallic shell, the projectile will be able -to,

-pierce armored plates, concrete walls, etc., better than a conventional charge of

the same weight.

A diagram of the arrangement -and" action of a hollow shaped-charge is shown,

in Fig. 4 . When the charge explodes, the blast wave moves alotg the charge. After

reaching the top of the thin-walled metailic cone, the blast wave, creates a very

high -pressure on the external side of the cone. Under the action of this pressuie,

the walls of the cone are compressed and, at a-high speed, they,go inside, almost

perpendicular to the surface of the cone. A phenomenon occurs which is ,analogous

to the converging of solar rags in the focus of a-convex lens.

The compressed shel-i moves -in

tn6 form of a stream, whose tip is-

directed along the axis of the projectile.

The -metal from the internal portion of

.%'low shaped- zxterna portisi the shell wall moves at very high s'peeds
chrj before of oirw wall
,0Aoslon (attaining 0,000 m/sec and above), and

intesaai portunal from the external portion of 'the shell

wal-l at comparatively low speeds (to

W00 m/sec). Due to this difference in

speeds, the metal expands into .a shaped
Shell of shaped Sa"sin
rococo at the time
fita comprssion ed of ohs* Aram stream whose head moves at a tremendous

di/ocily after mo s a Maxima speed of

explosion speed. The formation of deep holes in

armor occurs under the action of -the

Fig. 4. The hollow shaped-charge effect, shaped stream, whose pressure reaches

400,000 at, and the action is similar

to the action of a powerful jet of water from a fire pump, but, of course, more

powerful. This powerful stream of metal s(.rikes the armor with a tremendous force

and pierces it, strongly heating the armor at the point of impact, sc that the edges

-9-



of thw :IO a;rfused, The, Impression is created that the armor Is not piered,

),'t is but ed;throughi therefore, the first hoJlov-charge projeclnr::: were called

-armor-burning mIssiles. Now it Is clear that this name reflects only the external

Mgn -"ftonY'of the missiles, and not the phksical essence, i.e., the severe

"pact of the strzema aainst the armor. Neither the; trength of the missile body,

nor sw jpeed of its; flight -have the value that they have for convpritional armor-

-piercing isailesthat pierce -armor with. the body of the missile, which is flying

at aMcise.

• io

-,e
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-3. ATOM ROCKE ENGINE

The application of rocket engines in antitank missiles ,made. it possible to

change from guns with barrels to launchers which are many times, lighter than guns.

,If a contemporary antitank gun weighs about 1.5 tons, an antitank guided missile"-

together with launcher may weigh a total of 50-60 kilograms and even less.

Let us briefly consider the principle of jet propulsion'.

According to Newton's third law, the ,action of two bodies on one another is

always equal and in the opposite directions.

The action of this law may be observed in daily life. For instance, a rower

who removes a ceertain mass of water in one direction with his oars, forces the boat

to move in other direction. Approximately the same thirg occurs in the .motion of a

ship or a propeller-driven aircraft.

In all these cases we are concerned With engines of indirect reaction, which

do not directly interact with the surrounding external medium. Engines of indirect

reaction influence the external medium with the help of a special intermediary,

i.e., an impeller. For a rower, who is the engine, the impeller is the oar; .forma

ship and aircraft, it is the screw or propeller; for a streetcar and automobile, it

is the wheel.

A. Jet engine does not require any Inrermediaiies, i.e., impellers; therefore

it is called a direct-reaction engine.

The principle of operation of 'a jet engine is simple. Anyone who has fired a

gun or rifle has experienced the recoil force. During the action of firing, the

'A more detailed presentation of tht principle of reactive motion in given
in the pamphlet of this series entitled "Physical Fundamentals of Rocket Flight,"
by L. A. Dmitriyev.ikiy and V. N. Koshevoy.

S""-- ltl-t



g4ea that have formad"-in the barrel as a result of combustion of the powder presr -
Is U frmljon- all sides:. on the barrel walis, the bottom ,of the case, and also

-on tA, btto of the bullet. The pressure Torces on the barrel walls are mutually
baa" T pressure cne the bottbm of-the bullet makes it leave the barrel in

a for" GifttUm; the pressure on the bottom of the case forces the gun backward

by th acion -of th gases, thits striking the shoulder. The pressure on the bottom

of tAA ca" i the- csse of recoil. In artillery pieces .the recoil force is so

greatb gt smlal codnter-recoll devices are employed to compensate it. The
:phen o wa5h of rvco1l is an example of Jet propulsion. The source of motion in a

jet eMWP U 'the reaction or recoil of a gas stream.

let;Us Imagine a closed vessel (Fig. 5)-which contains a compressed gas. The

gas: p;*au* *n the Vessel acts- in all directions with an identical force (Fig. 5a).

It -is uniformly distributed oh all walls of the Vessel, which in ,this case ierains

motionless. If,. however, we remove one wall (end), the compressed gas, which then

expands, w il -flow from the vessel (Fig. 5b) . The ,pressure on the end walls will

not bibalanced. If the vessel is, not secured, it will start to move in the opposite

Sdlreeti of the gas flow. The greater the gas pressure, the higher the velocity

of its flow, and ain even greater force will move the vessel. The main part of any

jet engihe is the combustion chamber. In it there -occurs the burning of fuel, as -a

result of which gases and heat are intensely given off. The strongly heated -gases,

trying to expand, flow through a nozzle, simultaneously forcing the combustion

chamber and he entire rocket together with it to-move in the direction opposite

the flow of the powder gases. This force is called tne reactive force, or thrust,

'of the engine.

Antitank missiles have three types of engines: solid-propellant rocket engines

SRE] ( l' liquid-propellant rocket engine [LRE] (WA), and air-breathing Jet

engine [AJEJ (BpA).

SRE's and LRE's have a propellant that is made up of a fuel and an oxidant.

The air-breathing jet engine contains a fuel only, while the oxidant (oxygen) is

taken from the atmosphere.

Let us familiarize ourselves with the principle of action and design of the

enumerated engines.

SRE. -Most foreign antitank missiles (SS-iO, SS-ii, and others) arc equipped

,with solid-propellant rocket engines. Their design is rather simple An SRE consists

-12-



of a combustion chamber, which ls made- In. theE l]shape or a tube, and a. noziJe. -The raozP2- "Is,
a short conical tube; its -narrow end is-

a " b= " connected to-the combustion chamber (Fg. 6).

Fig. 5. Formation of a reactive
force. The propellant that Is used 'ls.-a bpbcl

smokeless powde- whieh 1s p-Tessed- in the shape,

of one or several bylindrical grains, The shape of one cross-section ofthe grains

can be extreimely diverse: in the shape of a ring, star-shaped, and so forth. The

shape and dimensions of the grainsi and also their location in thp 6hamber, ara

selected depeiding upon the necessary magnitudes of thrust and the burning time.

The-powder burns in the SRE, for several sedonds dr even fractions of a second.

A powder grain is ignited by a special igniter that consists of black powder.

The igniter is set off by an electric fiiing mechanism.

Fig. 6. Diagram of an SRE: i .- igniter; ,
2 - powder grains; 3 --ozzle; 4 - com-
bustion chamber housing.

LRE. The theory of 1-iquid rocket engines and their first designs were developed

by the famous Russian scientist K. E. Tsiolkovsky (1857-1935). The design-of the

LRE is more intricate than that of the SRE. Fig,re 7 shows a schematic diagram of

an LRE.

Fig. 7'. Diagram of LRE with cylinder feed: I -

combustrion chamber; 2 - nozzle; 3- engine head;
4,- fuel tanks; 5 - compressed-air cylinder.

The main part of an ,RE is the combustion chamber I with -head 3 and nozzle 2.

ri,; !,(.ad contains injectors through which the liquid propellant is introduced into
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the C9t1sLon- chmer and atoized In It. 7he propefant Is fed frML teas Y4 Into

the ec 'M= A Iiber unftr the Pressure of -the compreZsed- gas that _s i the

cylladers 5. 2he pressure In the comution chamber Is several atampheres. For

noral food- of the propellsat tx-cs the teas Into -the comuston chi~bei, the

pressure of 11W gs~es- that displace this propellait should be seiveral atiwspheres

highi- Usn the pressure in the chaber. -

-Al~oi krosensei -gas oil, or -anilineA are 1-sployed as fuels:, -oxygen, nitric

Acid. Or 01rWMn peo Is- uea i-oxidant. During operation of the 18-PE,

the fueJl ax oXIdGAVt are isplaced by the eompressed4 gases in-t-o the combuistiorn

chamber., The CoMbustion products - "teney heated -ases3 flow outside throu~a

the iosl.

?.bo!~re exist severofl types. of jet engines. MWe OLatinu

aniimk missle emplo-'s a rajet engine [RL] (JO. _A schlemetic diagrar; of W3E

is sho , oin Fig. 8'; As can be seen from the figure, it is. very simple. -The WJE

housing, I Is a .streaalined body with a, chinnel through which the air -flow noves.

The fueil In these engines Is icted by fuel, AihJectcors 2 into the through channel,

which simutnously serves as the combust~lan chawber;' the fuel burns 1n the oxygen

which cor~es from the atmosphere together with the al,7 3 . krine operaion. requires

thatzthe' pressure in 'the chamber be greater thin atm~spherdlc pressue-. Such pressure

is -created-in- the chamber-during flight due to tbhe 1mpect pre-s~uie of the air. The

temperature in hUE combustion chambeqrs a.ttais 2900-250(fC. In distinction from

solid and liquid rocket engines, the R.TE coibustion chamber does not have a bottom.

,How does-thrust originate in tWhis engine? Jet thrust in An RA, appears due

-to-gas- pressure on'the internal walls of the engine. In this ergine, the pressure

along the surface of the diffuser, as can be seen from, -Fig. 8:Ls, not ,ditributed in

the same manner-as along-the walls of the nozzle, and its nafnitilde- is much higher.

Furthermore, the area of the outlet -section or the- nozzle is cohsiderably Ilx-ger

than the area of the inlet section of the diffuser, as a result of which there Witll

form-a reactive force. Engine thrust is formed due to the composition of-all tho.

enumerated preisure ,forces. This type of air-breathing Jet engine is said tO- ,b6

'A more detailed account of the design and principle of -action of the AJE is
given In the pamphlet of this series entitled "Air-Breathing Yet Engines," by
G. Yu. Mazing.
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direct-flow be:cause the air in it papses

freely Into the channel through the whole

engirnk 'in a direct flow, never turming or

N encountering any mechanisms on its way.

Fig. 8. DIagram of an RJE: 1 -- ergie The air only oxidizes the fuel- and, in the
housin1 g; 2 -- fuel injectors;, - aTe
entering egine; d gazes Cloing rom form or a heated gas 4, it flows from the
iioU.2e.

nozzle. In cpite of the simplicity of

design ot this engine, which is a very. Juortant adVant-ge, the RJE has a very

sign:ifi#Zt shortcom=Lng A ran-Jet engine does not create thruit during lauahing

Lnc=e air pressure Is created in it only durin flight; therefore, It car be used

z ly as, a sustainer.

It has already been noted that =st antitank guided wissiles ,have two engines:

a -booster and a sustaincr.. As a rule, the booster is not separated in flight. The

flight of subsonic antitank missiles at a raige ofr 2-3 km dontinues for 20-30 sec.

7nTe booster then operates for only 0.5-3 sec, and the sustaikner operates for the

rest of the tiae.

Rocket engines are placed in- the body of the asrframe.

I,

I -
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4. ATITAK GUIDED MISSILES ATGM AIRFRAME

We-kziow that anybody that is moving in air experiences, & resistance to its

motion iwhich is called drag. Air resistance is experienced in all: moving bodies

(pedestrians, motor vehicles, trains, aircraft, missiles, rockets; etc.). 'Drag

renders a harmful braking 'action and attempts have been made to decrease it by giving

apprdoriate shapes to the automobile, aircraft, missile, rocket, and other bodies

that move at high velocity. The higher the velocity the greater the requirements

presented' tO the shape, since air resistance increases with the Increase of velocity.

- However, flights without air would be impossible. The useful action of air

consists in creating lift, owing to which contemporary aircraft raise sever_1 tons

of cargo to high altitudes.

Let us explain what occurs during the motion of a missile in the air and how

lift takes place1 .

Themain cause of the appearance of air resistance to themotion of a body is

the pressure that arises due to the fact that any body that is movingin an air

mediumexperiences continuous shocks -of extremely small particles of ii6ident air.

Another-cause of the appearance of czltresistance is the friction of the body's

surface against these particles.

Ar is a mixture of gases and water vapor. It possesseg the property of

viscosity, which, means the ability of a liquid or a gas to. ,esist the moveitent of

one layer with respect to another. When a mass of air moves-. the velocities of

'A more detailed account of the aerodynamics of rockets is presented in the
pamphlet of this series entitled "Aerodynamics of Rockets," by S. P. Kislev.
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Its particles are unequal in different layers. Separate layers that move at various

Velof-ities appear to slide along one another. In this, motion, the -layers Act upon

one another with a force called the force of internal friction, or the force or

viscosity. Dairing one motion of a body, the air particles become entangled "rub

together" behind its surface. These particles "adhere" to- the surface of the body.

Due to the viscosity of the air, they in turn' attract 'the particles of the adj!I'CCont

layers of air. Fbr moving the captured air particles, the moving body expends -part

-oi' its~ kinetic energy. It has been piroven..that 'in the absence bi viscosity he

* .,otion of a, gas or a liquid on a body moving in it would: lead only to forces-

directed perpendicular to -its surface, I.e, co sb-called normal forces.. Thin,,scid

gases and liquids that are separated by kL body create an excess -of' pjres.4rO iln'its

forward section, which Is compens'ated,. y an excess of -Oresure in the -tail section

that Appears due to the Joining of streams whie %Iowing -aoin4 the body. However,

this is' valid only If the body mvsat a subson..c velocity arnd 'there is no

separation of' the flow.

In- reality,, 'even- in,-a complete flow around asymmetric -body (Fig. §a), It,

experiences-resistance to its motion. This resistance is the result- of tbh6 action

of viscosity forces.

When a body is enveloped by a flow with -its separationi fiom the surface (An

asymmetric body) there will form a vortex 'wake, the A-Ir miotion ifi-,whztch" Is aJVSOA

determined by-the forc es of viscosity (F-ig. 9P),.-

_________________As a- iesult of the separation of'flow -and the

vortex formation, there appears a .region of lowered

~ - pressures. The-body~experiences additional resistanc

- adue to the- pressure difference on the nose and tail.

With a slow d~ciea of the cross-section, there --an

be no separaluibn of flow from- the surface of -the'body;

__________ there will also be no vortices'in this' casea.

For studying in the peculiarities of flow around
Fig. 9 . Fl& of air around
a symmetric and an asym- ,bodies of various shape, there exist special devic~s,
metric 'body.

e.g., wind tunnels. With the help of these tunnels,

the forces 'acting' on a body when it is encompassed by a flow of air are determined,

and the pattern of flow is observed. As a result of testing bodies of' various shapes

In wind tunnels, the most advanitageous'body shapes were determined from the point



"'o f _ ve of decreasing resistance. It turned out that the leas mV- o i
resistanco" is experienced -by bodies, in the shape of a drop. Vortices almost do

oto when such a body is enveloped by a flow.

h'Meoretically, by means of numerous experizehts In wind. tunnels and other

expezimeta! investigations, it was establihed :that the resistance of air to a

bodymovi in it de'iends on the area ,of the maximum cross-section of the body,

the-, ieocity, the sh pe of tj; body, and the density and temperature of the air.

Furtfiermore, air resistahce depends on the condition of the body's surface. Air

re4ictnce increaes with-the increase of velocity and surface roughness of the body.

-.Drint'Ehe study- ef the motion of bodies In air, it is necessary to consider

Sveloc*-j. If this velocity is considerably less than the velocity of sound in air,

S-reaIders a compgratively small influence on the resistance to the moving body.

It, howeverSthe velocity of the body exceeds the velocity of ,propdgation of sound,

-he &ii exerts. a, considerably greater resistance to the moving body.

ThVeel6city of sound is the velocity of propagation small perturbations in
ar. 'not a question here of the presence of sound vibrations in the air

:(for§ iistqi, e, playing musical instruments, firing artillery pieces, and so forth),

.but -a, uest~in of the velocity of their propagation in air regardless it they are
present at'a , jvdn moment or not.

For a clarification of the dIfference in phenomena

occurring during the motion-of' a,'body ,with subsonic

and supersonic velocity, we shall uonsider, in a flow

ofair that is movingwith some velocity V, a fired

point M (Fig. 10),i near which there will form a slight

local concentration. This localc coficentration generates

a spherical wave, at each, glyven moment., Its center

passes together with the fl6w,&t velocity V, and its

Fig. 10. Formation of velocity of propagation is equal-Go the velocity of
spherical waves at subsonic
v61ocity. sound a.

If V is less than a, the system of waves that

appear .n this time intervals t, 2t, and 3t to a given moment will have the character

shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen from this figure, the perturbation is propagated

nonuniformly, but in all directions. In other words, during motion with subsonic

velocity, the -body pushes the air particles that are in front of it. These thrusts
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are transmitted from se particles to others witt. the velocty of sornd.

forward flying particles of air, as if beforehand, are warned" about the mation

of the body by a signal in the form of sound waves. The "warneds'particles part

and flPt around the body, making a. vath arounl it. The body, while advancirg

forward, experiences comparatively little resistance.

Ancther picture is obtained dufisg the notion of a body with supersonic

velocity, i.e., when V is greater than a. In this- case, spherical waves are

inscribed iito a certain conical surface whose vertex coincides with. the pOsitlon

of the source of perturbation, ie., fixed point X (Fig. 1i). Intense shock waves,

which are called by bow waves, are then created. The formation of these waves uses

up the kinetic energy of the missile. The decrease of.kinetic energy is expressed

In the drop of velocity of the missile and in the appearance of an additiona1

resisting force which is called wave resistance. An air stream appears to strike

against the body. At the point of ipact there appears a shock wave-. The pressure

and temperature inside this shock wave increase very sharply, ie., abruptly.

Namely in this zone of concentrated air, the energy of motion of the body turns into-

heat, whereupon -che pressure strongly increases. Thus, the additional -iesitance

in this case is a direct result of the transformatiin of mechanical energy into

I heat. In shock waves we can distinguish the motion with supersonic velocity from

the motion with subsonic velocity. Wave resistance amounts to 50% and more of the

tctal resistance of the misSji.-

Fig. Ii. Formation of spherical waves

at supersonic velocity.

The main requirement of aerodynamics presented to the body and wings of any

missile that is intended for subsonic flight is the smoothness of the air flow around

the body for decreasing the burbling zone, ioe.,, the aerodynamic wake. Upon fulfill-

[ment of this requirement, the air resistance leads almost exclusively to frictional
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resistance, the magnitude of -which depends insignificantly on the -shape of the

bood.

This- s not sufficient for supersonic missiles, Inasmuch as during their flight

a large7ole is Playd by the wave resistance, whose magnitude depends on the shape

of the nose of -the misile body and the shape of the lifting surfaces.

-The character:of the shock wave ,in man respects depends on-the shape of the

surface in, the flow. if the surface ii-perpendicular to the flow of air, the shock

is located acrois the flow; In this case the shock is called a normal shock. If

the body has a pointed surface, the shock will be inclined toward the flow; in this,

case, the ihock is caled an oblique shock. The more pointed the ,body, the greater

the Inclination of the shoch tovard the flow. The wave resistance in ah oblique

shock is less than that in a normal one. A shock wave cannot appear on an entire

surface, but only on a certain part of it. in this case the shock wave is called

a local shock wave. Local shock waves are possible even for 'bodies ihat are flying

with subsonic velocity. Fcr preventing normal shock waves, the wings of &ntitank

missiles (SS-li) are given a unique sweptback- shape (Fig. 12). Sweptback wine.

can 'be turned with the peak. forward (a) or backward (b). This type of wing

configuration and the tapering of their leading edges seems to ease the effect of

air compressibility by converting a normal shock wave into an oblique one, which

considerably decreases the air resistance.

We shall explain -how- lift occurs. Let us place the wing of an aircraft in an

air flow in such a manner so that the velocity vector -of the air flow is not directed

along the axis of cross-section of the wing (Fig. i3), but at a certain-angle a to it.

In this case the pattern of flow will change. Streams of the air flow will

start to divide at a closer distance from the leading edg of the wing. The flow

around-the wing will become asymmetric. The velocity of the air-will be greater

above the wing, and less under the wing. From the laws of gas dynamics it is known

that ift :the velocity of a gas is -grt&ter, the pressure is less, and conversely.

Consequently, the pressure above the wing will be less than the pressure under the

wing. Due -to- this difference of pressures, there appears a force R that acts At a

certain angle toward the direction of flow; it is called the total aerodynamic

force. The magnitude of this force depends on the magnitude of angle a, which is

formed by the wing and the air flow. In aerodynamics this angle is called 'the angle

of attack (the angle at which the air flow attacks the wing).
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The -total. kreod-ynamic

,. . force (Fig. 13) spreads out

into two forces. Onae of them

is directed 'along the air flow,

while the Secoid is pekpendic-

ulxar to it. -The force that is

"a b directed alon6g the air flow is
Fig. 2.3. Lipansion of total

;bak 2. wet- aerodynamic force R into two called drag 1 . 'The force that
back wings. o(a is the angiofattack). is perpendicular to- drag is

called lift Rd.

It should' be noted that lift will not always raise a flight vehicle,. If a

wing is given anegative angle of attack (Fig. i), lift will be lower. Thi greater

the angle of attack, the greater the lift. However, this is 'valid: upto :a certain

magnitude of the angle of attack. With, a further increase of the angle, of attack.

lift does not increase, but decreases. It is also obvious that if the angle of

attack is equal to zero, lift also is equal to zero. It should be borne in mind

the expansion of the total aerodynamic force into components is conditional; this

is done: for the convenience o" aerodynamic calculations, In reality, there exists

only one total aerodynamic force, the action of which is equivalent to the action

of the two above-indicated fortes.

In the presence of the angle of attack, lift is created not only by the wings,

but also by the body and the horizontal rudders. Total lift prevents flight vehicles

that are heavier than air, including a.ntitaik guided missiles,. from falling to the

ground.

Attention should be given to one ore i 'eicutance; -We explained- that lift

appears in a' plane wingonly in the, presence of an angle of attacks ,lowever, if we

make a wing with an, asymmetric profile,, lift of such a wing will apear even at a

zero angle 'of attack (-i.e., when a = 0).

In-.the presence- of siho6th -convekity on the upper side 'of the a 15)

and slightly noticeable convexity (or concavity) on the lower side of the airfoil

together with smooth curvature of the tip of the airfoil, the velocity of the air

streams above the airfoil is increased. Due. t6 the increase of the velocity the air

streams above the airfoil, rarefactoii will form,, and consequently, lift that is

directed upwards occurs. It is very important that the air streams flow smoothly

around the airfoil, do not detach from its surface, and do not turn into air vortices.
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pi. 14. 'Vrious angles of Fig. 15. Flow around an

attack (q) of a wing.- asymmetric airfoil.

Haivinig explained the nature of lift, we shall, consider the design of the

separate -componqlas of the airframe.,

The body 4f an anititank missile is ~a hollow- solid of revolution that is made

frofn- alght but strong material, for instance aluminum alloys. 'The body of a

rU

missile that is flyingf-at a low velocity (i00-200 m/sec), usually has a cylindrical

shape, with a, *conical nose,.-

-The generatrix of the cone can not-only be a straight line, but also a curve

(for instance, a circular arc). The shape of<~a nose cone with a curvilinear

gener atrix is said to be ogival. For decreasing the resistance to air, the nose

qconq of 'the body of the 9-ttsupersonic antitank miseile is tapered.

The mlssilebody has'.compartments for the warhead, stabilizers, guidance

equipment,.and rocket engines.J

As niready noted the mi3sile body also participates in the creation of lift.

However, the area of the body is too small for creating the necessary magnitude of

lift. Therefore, the antitank missiles that we have considered, except the q-B9B9,

have 'wIngs which, together with the body;,, create -the required iragnitude of lift,

:Th',ing (plane)' are thin plates or have a thick streamlined profile. Plane

wingg have various shapes., The wings of missiles that possess subsonic velocity

are rectangular (Mosquito), sweptback (SS-ii), and in the shape of a right-angle

trapezoid whose acute~ angle faces the direction of motion (Pye, MalkarA, Mebus).

-It sho; I be noted that antitank missiles have four wings: two of the wings

are located in the horizontal pla.ne and two in the vertical plane. Why was it

necesiiry for missiles to have four wings? This is explained by the fact that a

paii of wings located in the vertical plane is necessary for controlling a mis'file

In the horizontal plane. Therefore,,in order to control a missile in the horizontal

plane just as in~ the vertical plane, it is necessary to install one more pair of

wings. Both pairs of wings do not have to be located in the vertical and horizontal

planes (cruciform). They canalso be arranged in the form of an X. This arrangement

Makesvit possible to somewhat increase the dimensions of a missile, since with
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identical wirgspans (in the case of the- X-arrangement) the distiinces- in-the

horizontal and vertical planes between the wizgtipswill be lesji than the -spaii

of' the wing itself.

There is one more wing desJgn, i.e., annuilar; an-example &f this design is

illustrated by the Lutin missile. These wings -consist of a cy.Linder that is

attached to the body with the help of struts

If a missile that is equipped with an. engine and wings isi launched, it. will

fly. However, it cannot be controlled. A-missile could be controlled if it was

outfitted with rudders. There are different types of rudders. e.g., -aerodynamic

and gas.

Aerodynamic rudders are made in the form of plates of various shape with

streamlined profile (for instance, the Dart -issile) or in the form of spoilers

(the SS-10 missile and others).

Aerodynamic rudders that are made in the form of platesare located on the

body, just as the wings, in two planes. in distinction from wings, these rudders

are smaller in size and have an axis around which they can revolve, thus forming

angles with respect to the longitudinal axis of the missile body, and consequently,

with respect to the air flow. Th6se angles are called the rudder deflection angles.

We already know that if a plane wing is placed at a certain angle to the air flow,

the resisting force of air may be represented in the form of two components: drag

and lift. If the wing forms an angle of attack with the horizontalzplane, lift

occurs; if the wing forms an angle with the -vertical plane, a lateral force occurs.

These aerodynamic forces, which ate created by the deflected rudders, are also used

for controlling the missile, i.e., for turhing to the right and left, and-up and

down.

Aerodynamic rudders are placed behind, or in front of the wings. When selecting

the place of locaion of the wings and rudders, 'it is necessary to consider the

missile's stability in flight. The wings arid rudders must be placed on the body

in such a manner ,so that the missite does not overturn during flight.

Missile stability requires that the element (wing or rudder) located in front

has an angle of attack that is greater than the angle of attack of the element

located in back. During the flight of a missile, its longitudinal axis assumes

such a position at which the moments', formed by the lift of the rudder and wing

'The moment of the force with respect to a given point is the product of the
force multiplied by the length of a perpendicular dropped from the given point to the
line of action of this force. The length of the perpendicular is called the arm of
the moment.



Swo0d be equ.l with respect to the center of' gravity. This eqoulity-of momentgs

'MY b expressed in the .foliowing form:

Rv, IPRv lm.Jaw 1.

where am RPup is the lift of the rudder and wing, respectiviy; 1p and -L are

the arm, of the aonmits formed by the lift of the rudder and wing, respectively.

-- : R is proportional to the angle of attack. a; therefore, it cab-be

presented :n the form of two: co:-factors:

ani expresiion (i) cadi be rewritten in the following manner:

We shall designate-

P hii C,:

4- =M C,.

Introducing these dectgnations into ,expression (2),-we obtain

Let us assume that the riiders are located in front of tse wings (Fig. 16a)

In this case a > a . In order to satisfy equality .(i), it is necessary to have
1P Rp

C- > C ., If, however, the equality satisfies this condition, then upon deviation
li p -

of the longitudinal axis of the missile -from the equilibrium position (as a result

of a gust of wind or for some other reason) the missile will return itself to the

equilibrium position. Let us assume that the/mfissile revolves counterclockwise

(nose upwards) at angle Aa; in this case the moment of the rudder will change by

the quantity 1pAl, and the moment of the wing, by the quantity Cp.. A Since

4C, > C', the obment of the wing with respect to the center of mass will be greater

than the moment of the rudder, i.e.,

ca, (9 + A)> C, (C, +

Mue to this inequality of moments, the missile returns itself to the initial

position of equilibrium.
'if the missile.!s rudders are located behind the wings, the angle of attack of

the rudders should be negative (Fig. i6b). in order to observe the condition of

I > a and C < C , Upon fulfillment of this condition, after deviating fromKP P HP P

the position of equilibrium, the missile will return to it.

It is clear from the statements made above that the rudders play a dual role:
first, they do not allow the missile to overturn, i.e., they make the flight of
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a A
Fig. i6. Aerodynamic designs: a) canard b) normal

the- missile stable; secondly, the missile is controlled with the help of the rudders.

If the rudders only purpose is to make the missile stable (in this case they do

not turn), they are called stabilizers.

The small size of the rudders as compared to the wings is of significance,

although they cdmpehsate the moment created by the lift of the wings. This is

explained by the fact that the moment of lift must be compensated, and not the force

itself. The moment of lift in this 'case is the product -of the lift multiplied by

the distance between the center of pressure and the center of gravity (this distance

in the given case is the arm of the moment of lift). Consequently, the value of

the moment of lift not, only depends on the value of the lift, but aiso on the value

of the arm. The creation of a compensating moment does not require a large force.

It is possible to have a smaller force, but the arm will then -have to be large.

As can be seen from Fig. i6a and b, the lift of the rudders is actually less, and

the arm is greater; therefore, the moments are equal.

If the wings of a missile are arranged in the back, and the rudders are in

front, it is said that the missile has a "canard" aerodynamic design. This

configuration is the one used in the Lutin and Mebus missiles& If the wings are

located in front, as in an aircraft, and the rudders are in the back, this aerodynamic

-design is said to be normal (the Dart and others). Each aerodynamic configuraion

has its advantages and disadvantages. The canard configuration has the following

- positive- properties: the lift of the wings and the lift of the rudders are in the

same direction, i;e., upwards. Consequently, the rudders also participate in

compensating the gravity of the missile,. Because of the rudders in this case, the

wings can be made somewhat smaller, which means that the dimensions of the missile

also will be smaller.

In the normal configuration, the wings must be somewhat enlarged, in order to
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comensate not oulir he gravity oi the milssile, but also lhe force created by rud-

ders iflch, -In the norml configuration, Is directed dowmiards. In the normal

confiu rati., the udder-1- locatd behind the wings; the wings fistorL the flw

of al somewat Imede the work of the rudders. de -teien or the normal

confMurtLon is eliminated by moving the rudders close to the Wings. In this case

thi wngs -and the rudder iem to be- one unit. This version of the normal cofigura-

tion haa been called the flying-wing, or 'tailZessm configuration; it is empioyed

in a large mber of missiles (SS-i0, SS-iL, Entac, Cobra-I, Pye, and others).

Me .ov sPall consider the action of aerodynamic rudders as control devices.

Me stability of- an, antitank guided missile is created due, to the appearance of a

restoring. moment. let us assume that-a missile with a canard ccnflguration flies

too higth and does not hit the tank. It must be made to fly lower. This requires

the applicatidh of some force directed dowwards to the missile. This force can

be created horizontal rudders, if their angle of attack (in the given specific

case) Is decreased, i.e., if, they are t-died at a certain angle with respect to

the axis of rotation. Then their lift will decrease and the moment with respectI - - to the center of, gravity will be less than the moment of lift of the wings. Due

to the inequality of z6mnte , ' -._111.i;o-- - -um +around the center of gravity

at a certain angle, and will occupy an oblique position (nose downwards). The

missile, while continuing its flight, will descend lower. When the nissile attains

the necessary altitude, the horizontal rudders should be turned in the opposite

direction, so that the ioments are equal again. The missile will fly horizontally.

The same procedure is following if the missile must be turned to the right or

to the left. However, in this case it is necessary to turn not the horizontal

rudders, but the vertical ones. The reader can figure out for himself which rudders

must be turned and in what direction for a normal missile configuration.

Spoilers. We have considered the &ction of aerodynamic rudders. The SS-IO

missile and certain others employ so-called spoilers (Fig. 17) as rudders. They

consist of thin continuously oscillating plates. They are placed in the middle

(Fig. 17a), of the wings or on their tips (Fig. t7b). They also can be placed on

the fins. Spoilers that are mounted on the horizontal wings, in accomplishing

continuous oscillations up and down, move behind the wings upwards or downwards.

If the time that the spoilers remain above and below is equal, they practically do

not render any action on the direction of flight of the missile-. If, however, they

are in one of the positions longer than in the other, they create eni additional
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fore ariact like ',ir1Zon!ta1 ruddirs.

S-po'Lers- that are mounted on -"ticj jig v

I a ehind the wings, to the right or to-thle lekt and -act

-like aercdr~naxi,& rudtdeis. Zrr theo_ missle turns. dur-ing

I bflighit (for iixztarce~, the SS-10 missile), each spoiler'
Fig. 17. Spoilera with at lentl:frta n ivvo, d hr -central and tip locattcn. at lentl:frta neeao,~~ hna

Irudder. Spoilers that, are aunted pin fins dot theb

saw way. Spoilers Are actuated by comaratively lcrw-power devices, for iiittance

electro_.-Is, etc. However, spoilers somewhat Increase missile drag, since the

planes of their plat-es are arranged perpendicular to the 'air flow;

* IGas rudders. Gas rudders consist of plat~es. made from a heat-resisting material,

graphite for Instance. They are plasced in the stream of gases flowing from the

nozzia of a jet engine (Fig. JiS). The action of gas, rudders differs in .princiable

fron the action of 'aerodynaumic rudders.

We see from Fig. 18 that a force R appears as a result of the deflection of

a gas rudder. This force may be broken down into tvo comp~onents, from which- one

force, Q, is directed along the axis of the missile, and the o ther N, Is perpendicular

to it.F r e H h i o~ n d w t h u t h n e~I Foce t, nencominedwit thust chnge.the agnitude and direction of the
I latter. The direction or altitude of flight Is changed as a;,result of this.

The- diikection of flight; of a missile may be changed by intensifying or reducing

the actioh of' the reactive force by means of turning the entire engine. This is

attained In the Pya miAsile b,- overlapping one or several of the nozzles that are

*located around the circumference of the tail section of the missile body.

~1 Fig. 18. Action of gas rudders.
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5. ATGM STABILIZATION DURING FLIGHT

Some-gntitank missiles revolve during flight (SS-iO), others do not (Entac).

Why do certain missiles revolve, and others do not?

'During the flight of a missile, it can roll or turn undex the action of the

wing, for example. If a missile that possess roll is launched (not to mention turn-

ing), the planes of its wings and rudders will not be horizontal and vertical. In

this case, the cmmands transmitted to the rudder will not lead to a desirable

resilt, since the additional forces that appear when the rudders are turned will

not act in the vertical or horizontal plane, but in slanted planes. For instance,

it is necessary to turn the missile to the rlght it then turns not only to- the

right, but it also will be Inclined- with its nose downwards. If, however, it is

turned, then, in general, it is not known how it will execute the given command.

This circumstance is taken into account and the missile is designed in such a manner

so that it does not roll, i.e., it is stabilized with respect to roll. Noniotating

missiles have a special device for this which makes sure that the missile does not

roll, and if roll does occur, it immediately eliminates it. This device consists

of two critical components: a gyroscope and ailerons.

The gyroscope is a sensing device with whose help it is possible to detect

roll of a missile.

A Gyroscope (Fig. 19) is constructed on 'the same principle as a "top". In

gyroscopic instruments it is made in the form of a fast-revolving symmetric rotor i,

that is mounte in a gimbal suspension which consists of two frames: the outer 2

and the inner 3. In the gimbal suspension the axis of normal rotation of the rotor

is perpendicuilar to the axis of rotation of the inner frame, which in turn is

perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the outer frame. All these three
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mutual ly.-perpendicular axes intersect at one pointI ;ri~tin - wic
W"' which remains fixed with respect to the base of the

% -gyroscope even when the 'frames are revolviMg.

if a gyroscope can revolve aroundtwo gimbal ,axes,

- it is cal-led a gyroscope with three degrees of freedom.

-.- The third degree of freedom of the gyroscope is rotation

J-Ik . .,. with respect to its own axis Z.

- - -If a gyroscpe can revolve only with respect to

- one axis, such a gkroscope is called a gyioscope with
two degreesof freedom If the gyrosc6pe'whose diagram

Fig. 19. Diagram of a .a

gyroscope: i - rotor; is shown in Fig. 19 is igidly mounted on the outer
2- outerframe; 3 - sd
inner frame. frame, we will obtain a gyroscope with two degrees of

freedom.

*The rotor of any gyroscope revolves very rapidly, making 30 thousand revolutions

per minute and more. This is constructively possib4,. fr instance; if the gyroscope

is made in the form of the rotor of an electric motor. Due to the very fast rotation

,of the rotor with respect to its, 6wn axis, the gyroscope also obtains a property that

is widely used in contemporary technology, i.e., it maintains a constantiattitude and

resists any attempts to change it. Let us-consider this property of the gyroscope

in greater detail.

Let us assume that the gyroscope shown in Fig. 19 can revolve rapidly around

its own axis-. If we strike the inner frame of the rotor (in other words, apply an

impulsemoment of external forces), it will revolve together with the inner frame,

like an ordinary solid, by inertia in the-direction of action of the applied moment.
When th-.-outer frame is struck, the rotor will revolve around the axis of this frame.

Now we shall rotate the gyroscope rapidly with respect to its own axis Z., Again

'we shallstrike the inner frame of the gyroscope. In this case the axis of the rotor

will not change its position. If, however, the gyroscope does not spin enough, its

axis will accomplish small oscillations with respect to its initial position In

the gyroscopes that are applied in practice these oscillations take place, but their

amplitude is so low, and their frequency is so high that they are invisible to the

naked eye.

We shall apply a constant force Q to the outer frame of the gyroscope. The

gyroscope will start to turn with respect to the axis of the inner frame. It will

turn as long as force Q acts. This force wil. stop, i.e., the gyroscope will ceaseI -29-



-0 ' ftate. If we apply force Q to the inner frame, the gyroscope wf1l start to

tuhh with respect to the axis of the outer frame. Thus, the axis of the gyrorotor,

iwbei nit is spinning, does not move in the direction of action of the forze applied

to6 but in a,"direction that is perpendicular to the action of the ap plied force.

hen 7the axJx, of the gyroscope accomplishes such motion, they say that it precesses.

'And'the notion 'Itself is called precession.

- 'There is a rule for determining the direction of precession. According to this

ilei-the end of the axis alonrg which the angular velocity of rotation of the

gyrorotor is directed tends to combine with the vector of the moment of the external

;forced under-the-actidnoof the moment of the external forces. The rule of precess on

- cap also be stted in another way: under the action of the moment of the external

forces, the .annhUlar-momentum vector tends to combine with the direction of the vector

-of t he moment of the external forces by the shortest route.

ThIe angular momentum of a gyr6scope is the product of the moment of inertia of

-the- r6tor J with respect to the axis of its normal rotation multiplied by thez
angu ar velocity of normal rotationof the rotor S1. The moment of inertia of the

,'6tor J is equal to the sum of the products of the mass of all particles of the

'rotor ultiplied,by the square of their distance from the axis of rotation:

The magnitude of the moment of inertia characterizes the distribution of the

rotor's mass with respect to the axis of rotation Z. The moment of inertia is

,greater; the greater the distance the particles of the rotor are from the axis of

rotation.

* The rule ,of precession in the last formulation is expressed mathematically in

the following manner:

"In Fig. 19 it is clear that the angular-momentum vector IT is directed to the

same ,side as the vector of angular velocity U[. If we look at the end of vector H,

the-rotati6n of the rotor should occur counterclockwise.

The, magnitude of the angular momentum, determines the magnitude of the angular

,rate of precession. The greater the angular momentum of a gyroscope, the greater

the magnitude of the moment of external forces which must be applied to !I. in order

to obtain the necessary angular velocity of precession. Consequently, a gyroscope

with a large angular momentum will have a. smaller reaction to external disturbances,
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i.e., it win be more stable to the influence of external forces.

The arular velocity of precession is determined by the formla

where 9 is the angle between the axis -of the rotor and a perpendicula!' to the plane

of the outer frame; P is a 900 angle slms 9; N is the moment of external .forces

applied to the gyroscope.

If M - 0, i.e., if a moment of exteria forces Is not applie, to t.he gyroscope,

then w = 0, i.e., the gyrosccpe does not precess. Precession appears instantly

when M> 0 and also I stantly disappears when the moment of the external forces

- becbis-equal to iero.

If a' gyroscope is acted upon by an impulse moment of external forces, the

deviation of 'the gyroscopeIs axis will -be Insignificantly small. This, property is

also used for deterinning the roll .angles of an antitank gulded missiles (ATOM]

(I.iPC). Contemporary missiles use the gases of solid-propeliant engines to make

t-he gyroseope rotate rapidly.

The gyroscope (Fig. 20) is placed inside the missile in such a manner so that

the axis 2 of the flywheel I is in strictly defined position with respect to the

longitudinal axis of the missile (in Fig-. 20 the longitudinal axis of the missile

coincides with the axis OX).

If there is no roll, then contact 4, which is

I connected to axis 3 of the gyroscope, frame 6, is in

the neutral position, at whict the source of electric

4 current is disconnected from the devices that actuate the

1 special units for eliminating roll, i.e., the ailerons.

When the missile rolls, its body will tfrn, together with

2 the half-ring 5 mounted on it, at a certain angle with

I respect to the longitudinal axis of the missile. Axis 2
of flywheel i and, together with it, the axis of the

• ,gyroscope, wll then maintain their attitude. Due to this,

Fig. 20. Gyroscope: contact 4 also will maintaiz its initial position. Half-
I - flywheel; 2 - axis
Of flywheel; 3 - axis ring 5, turning together with the body of the missile, will
Of flywee; 3 -- nais
5b -- ha;'f-rd nta6t- slide along contact 4, dsconnectng the source of current
-5 - half-riding; 6 -
frame, to the devices which actuate the ailerons. The ailerons,'1
after being actuated, act on the missile, which starts to turn around the longitudinal
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axis i the direction cpposite the direction of roll. When roll disappears, contact

4 4&In appears in the neutral position and disconnects the source of electric

current. The ailerons will occupy their former position. The missile will cease

to turn.

Let us discuss the action of the ailerons. Hinged plates are mounted on the

wings. In the neutral position the plates comprise one surface with the wings

(F*i. 21). When there is no rolling, these plates, which are called ailerons,

compose on plane with the horizontal wIngs. If, however, there s :olling, the

ailerons =ust beturned around their axis and given a deflection angle (the

magnitude of the deflection angle depends on the magnitude of roll). One aileron

is then deflected, e.g., upwards, and the other, downwards (or, conversely, depending

upon the'dirbction in which the missile rolled - to the right-or to the left). The

deflecting from the plane of the wings, the ailerons change the magnitude of their

lift. When the ailerons are not deflected, their angle -of attack is equal to the

angle of attack of the wings. But when they are deflected, their angles of attack

are changed in opposite directions (for instance, the right aileron is deflected

downwards, and the left upwards). Lift appears due to the change of the angles of

attack: for instance, the lift of the right aileron is directed upwards, and the

lift of the left -aileron directed downwards-. These lifts, which directed to different

sidesi wil. turn the missile in such a manner so that roll does not occur (Fig. 22).

Then the ailerons again will occupy their former position, i.e., they will not be

deflected, but will lie -in one plane with the wings. The moment that roll disappears

is determined by the gyroscope.

There are antitank missiles which revolve during flight. These missiles include,

for 'instance, the SS-iO. A missi'- is revolved so that the accuracy of its flight on

a trajectory is not affected by 4.hi eccentricity of ,the -thrust, and also the devia-

tions permitted in the manufacture and adjustment of the missile body, wings, and

tail unit, During the rotation of a-missile, the direction,of action of the permitted

deviatiob will continuously change, as a result of which the missile will fly on

the given trajectory without deviating to the side. These missiles have one more

devie, the collector which is intended for se,arating a given ommand between the

horizontal andvertical rudders attheir given position with respect to the longitu-

dinal axis of the missile. During rotation of the missile, the position of .he

rudders constantly changes; therefore, to turn the missile to the right and to the
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Wokn Position

Fig. 22. Action of an aileron:
Fg2. iewing lift; RNS - aileron

Fig. 21. Aileron. f

left, or upwards and downwards, it is necessary to deflect the aeroJynamic rudders.

when they are in the horizontal and vertical positions., The coll-ctor should send

a command to the rudder% whe' their deflection will turn the mi,sile only in one

'plane (or in two,.if necessary) at the required magnitude.

Figure 23,shows a diagram of a simple collector which consists of a ring whose

axis 2 is stabilized by the gyroscope, and brushes '" which are connected to the

body of the missile. The coliecto" ring is divided

into four-sectors-which maintain their position (do

not revolve) during flight of the missile. The

sectors are connected to the aerody-nmic rudder

actuators. The brushes are joined to the body of'

the missileand revolve togetber "With it, sliding

along the sectors of the iing. Since .the sectors

maintain a strictly defined position,, the actuators
Fi.23. DPiagram of a- simple

collectoi: I - brushes con; operate only when the,aerodynamic rudders are in a,
nected to body of missile;
2 - axis, stabilizedby gyro- definite poi ition. 'The peak value is attained by
scope.

the controlling force of the aerodynamic rudders at

every 900 turn of the missile with respect to the longitudinal axis. 'The aerodynamic

rudders exchange functions when they make a 900 turn: the horizontal rudders operate

like the Vertical ones, and conversely. Pairs of aerodynamic rudders alternately

controlthe missile in the horizontal and vertical planes. In certain missiles,

e.g., In the SS-10, the pairs of spoilers are not actuated at 90, but every 180° .
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6. ATGM GUIDANCE SYSTEM

A tank is a very small and extremely mobile target. Therefore, a large role

is played by accuracy when firing on tanks.

For increasing their firing accuracy, antitank rocket missiles are guided.

Control of the motion of a missile after it. has left the launcher makes it possible

to eliminate the numerous errors that accompany any firing, or at least decrease

them to a c6nsiderable extent. For instance, it is practically impossible to aim

exactly at a tank. A gunner must allow for errors both in range, as well as in

direction when sighting., Errors will arise due to the inaccuracy of determining

ad calculating-the meteorological factors, the action of gusts of wind, whose

influence generally cannot be taken into account, and also when the target will

maneuver. The errors due to target maneuver can be very large, and it is impossible

to consider them beforehand. Each of the eiumerated errors by themselves can be

slight, but altogether they can noticeably influence the accuracy of firing.

Control of a missile during its flight makes it possible to eliminate ordecrease

all ofthese errors. In order to-control a rocket missile in flight, it is equipped

with a -system of instruments which, combined with the instruments at the command

post, -are called, the guidance system. As we know from the first section,of the book,

[ATGM) (TfrypC) employ two guidance systemsi remote-control and self-contained. All

foreignif-!issiles except the 9-B9B9 have a remote-control system.

Remote-control system. There are presently quite a few types- of remote-control

systems. They differ from one another both in design, as well as in the means

utilized for transmission of the comand signal (i.e,-. the signal that the operator

sends by means of a transmitter to the receiving equipment of the missile for changing

the diiection of its flight). The generation of the command signals, which have one
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quality or other depending upon the mutual location of the missile ad.the target,

and their transmission frcm the command post by means of transmittin &upme are

coimon for all these systems. The command signals, which aii xecv-Jybthe

equipment located on the missile, are amplified and finaly a t ,upOn the - er

actuators. The rudders are deflected and the missile ,changes" it.-, a 6f

flight to the required direction.

The command signals are transmitted from the command post-by radio opi bOy wires.

Most foreign :missiles have a remote-control system with wire-transmission-0

commands. Let us first analyze the principle of action of a remote-control syste.

with. radio-transmission of commands.

Any guidance system consists of a number of component parts, ie., blocks.

The layout of a guidance system is usually represented in the form of a combination

of tnese blocks and is called a block diagram. A block diagram of a remote-control

system with radio-transmission of commands is shown in Oig. 24. Ths, ty;e of

guidance system includes the following components: a command-encoder block,, a radio

communications link, a decoder-actuator block, and sometiies & monitoring system.

Let us examine the functions of the enumerated blocks.

ooivtr bor OW

Co-aam post equip-aft o,-boiid SqUlpmat

Fig. 24. Block diagram of remote-control system
with radio transmission of 6omiands.

To make the missile accomplish the required maneuver, i.e.,/ turn to the right

or to the left, descend or ascend, the missile must be given a command,. The operator

who observes the missile's flight and determines the mutual position of the missile

and tank determines which command must be send. For instance, if it is necessary to

turn missile to the right, the command "To the right" is given. How is it sent?

The command-encoder block is used for this purpose. It consists of two units:' the

command unit and encoder unit. The command unit of the block, which is called the

command instrument, creates (generates) the command. This instrument is actually

a command transmitter. The operator turns the handle of the command instrument to

the right, which then generates electrical pulses,. An electrical pulse is a very
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briefsipgle Jip ; current or voltage in an electrical circuit. Electrical pulses

are chiacterizedbj utheize of-the Jum, the duration, and the polarity ("plus"

o . Electrical pulses are subdivided into hih-voltage pulses, high-

intensilty pulses, and 'radio pulses.

-A radio puise is the brief influence of voltage or current on radio equipment.

Radio equipment uses pulses from a fraction of a microsecond (a microsecond is one

thousinth -of a second)-to several milliseconds (a millisecond is one millionth of

a secorn) i dtriition. _.The process of pulse control is called pulse modulation.

Figure 25 graphicaliy shows a pulse of i direct current and a radio pulse, 2.

The operator can snd four types of comiands: "right," "left," "down," and 'up."

So that the ra;6ivlrj equipment on the, missile can distinglish which command the

received electrical pulses, refer to, they, must-have a

A - fuly defined duration and a strictly defined combination

V for each command. The function of conversion of the

I. 2 electrical signals of th6 coriand instrument into the

Fig. :25,. Graphic image number and combination of electrical, pulses for the given
of a pulse: i - direct-
current pulse; 2 radio commands is executed the second components of theputlse ipscommand-encoder block, the encoder. The n~cessity of the

encoder is brought about by the following circumstances. They include atmospheric

and industrial interferences which miy cause a "failure", i.e., nonfulfillment of a

command by the actuators. Interferences 'in the form of electrical signals can appear

during lightning discharges, from operating electrkc motors and other electric

-equipment. Finally, radio interference can be' intentionally created by the enemy,,

who tries to disturb the normal control of the missile and sends special signals to

A the missile, which is known as "false actuation" and consists in the execution of

false commands that are sent to it.

The transmitter serves for transmission of formed and encoded commands; it

transmits encoded commands through a radio communications link to the receiving

equipment of the missile. The commands that are transmitted by the transmitter are

received by the receiving device.

The commands are decoded by th6 decoder, whicii is a device that reacts only to a

given combination of pulse s of a fuily defined quality. Of all he possible

ivelectrical pulses received by the receiving device,ty. oel teransmits only the

group or sequence of groups to which it is tuned. The receiver can pick up the
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s ttc and interferdnce of the enlemy, but the decoder wll] not react, to them and

vi1nnot transmit them to the actuatorsr t

The encoder and decoder form the so-called selector device, which-codes the ":

control cotmands, in the transmitting portion and identifies them (io other r!q-s -

it selects them) in the receiving portion. There are many crite:by*ic idh t -

possible to distinguish the various, commands. In connectionitb ttt-s,- --there eil .t.

several types of selection: qualitative-, code, eombin~ti6nal,: eat-tive-

seledtion is based on the distinction of signals with regard to, the polarity _-oi

pulses,. their'frequency, and duration. :Code selection is based on t dist:r-ct n on

of pulse combinations in a strictly defined sequencee. Code- seection Mk i"q

possible-to carry out a remote-control system that 'is nise proof n6 only with -

respect to naturalinterferences, but also specially created ones.

In combInational selection the actuat6rs are triggered only by the simultaneous

or strictly sequential actuation of several output -elements of the decoder. This

the most reliable form of section and, at the s6me time, the most complicated in

the technical aspect.

The command signals enter the amplifier from the decoder

Thz command instrument, encoder, and transmitter are located at the command

post. The receiver, decoder, amplifier, and actuators are located on the missile I
add make up the so-called on-board equipment.

As an example, we shall analyze the principle of operation of the command-encoder

block of a remote-control system with radio transmission of commands and qualitative

selection. Let us assume that the- command "Right" corresponds to the frequency of

electrical pulses fis "Left" to frequency f2 ' "Up" to frequency f,, and"'Down" to

frequency f4.

For controlling the missile's motion it is important to determine not only

the sign of the transmitted command, but also its magnitude. In particular, this

can be done by establi3hing a specific relationship between the durationof the

,commands with respect to, time. Let us assume that in the missile control channel

in the horizontal plane ,the transmission time of the commands "Right" ti and "Left"

t2 is constant and equal to T. The distribution of this time, between commands can

be extremely diverse: from ti r T and t2 - 0, to t, = 0 and t2  T. The time

relationship betweencommands of the horizontal control channel is characterized

by the so-called command factor, which is equal to
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It is easy zo note,-hat the value of the comand factor variez frc2 +1 to -1.

An absolut-ey analogous expression may also be written for the vertical control

chantiel. --1 the -sendirg tine of the couands Up = is -r, and NDour"w is - 2 , the

cm And factor for the vertical channel will be equal to

-r

-The magnitudes of the coeand -actor., - w,- varied with the helb of the cr.and

instrument. A fundtmental diagram of- a sikple co and: Instrment is shown in

Fig. 26. The instrument consists of the fol2ipwing basic elements: special snaft's i

and 5, electric motor 2, control stick 3,

and- contact groups 4 and 6. Shafts I and 5

are turned by electric motor 2. Control

3, stick 3 is mechanically, coupled to contact

groups 4 and 6. By changing the position

of control stick, the contact groups are

forced to slide along the generatrices of

the shafts. Each contact group (F-g. 27)
Fig. 26. Diagram of cm~nd consists of three contact plates, whereby

instrument: I and 5 - shafts;
2 - electric motor; 3 --_'ontrol contacts a and b are closed in the normalstick; 1f and 6 - contact groujps.

position. Contact a is conremted to a

generator of frequency flV and contact c is connected t6 a gene-ator o." frequency

f2" The shafc has a ridge which divides its surface into two -parts of eaua! area.

The shaft revolves with a constant speed, and the time of its complete revolution

is equal to T. Contacts b and c close when the contact group slides along the

shaft. If the contact group is in the middle of the shaft, the time that contacts

Ta, b and b, c remained in the closed state is identical and equal to y. Consequently,

in one of the half-periods the middle contact (and the transmitter across it) is

connected to the generator of frequency f"1, and in the next half-period it is

connected to the -generator of frequency f2 " Then 7i
If, how&ver, the contact group is displaced from the middle position to the,

left, the closing time of corntacts a and b will be greater than the closing tim,

of contaets b and c and K > 0.

7 us, with the help of the cemmand instrument, tne operator changes the command
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facta, and thereby contrl.- U.- -oticn c.V the n L in the horizontal plane.-

M!hc =Issle is controlled ir the vertical p2ne iy precizel7 the same method. -r

this, the co and :Lnt.ru-en has one rore szhft 5 wd ccntac; group 6 (PFig. 26),

the nidd]e contact of which, and. consequently- also the transitter,ae connected

firzs to the generator of freouency f3, and then to the Seratecr of frecoency 1,.

She transmitter can snultneously transit signals for frequencies (t,, £4),

(fl, f4, (A-2, f3 ), (f 2 , f4) which beliong to diffferent channels and correspond 't.",

the coands .-Right, - down," "Ri ht - up, " "Left - crsn,O and Left - up," cor-

zespondingly. Transmission of the control ignals usually employs the tltrzshrtwave

range of radio waves.

The remote-control system with radio transmission of colmands is susceptible

to interferences. Therefoire, in this type of guidance system they t'y to take &l

possible measures, on the one hand, to hamper aneny

detection of the transmissicn of 6o=ands to the missile,

and on the other hand, to decrease the interferences

b created by the enemy. The nterferendes created by the

cii emy are decreased by devices that discriminate the

useful signal fzrom an interference signal. 7urthermore,

directional ifizexvnas are employed on the missile and

tA.l.-- V • Afor transmitter4 as done, for instance, on the latin

.5 missile. Directional antennas can receive and transmit

L te I signals only within the limits of a narrow sector.r j
A remote-control system with wire transmission of

Fig. 27. Diagram of commands also contains command-encoder and decoder-actuator

blocks. Instead of the radio communications link here,

a wire communications line is used. This significantjy simplifies the equipment,

since it is not necessary to have a radio transmitter at the command post and a radio

receiver included in the on-board equipment.

To transmit the required number of commands through the smallest possible

number of wires, the polar and amplitude qualities of current pulses are used,

i.e., the fact is taken into account that an electrical pulse is characterized not

only by a definite magnitude, but also a definite sign. Thus, for instance, a
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vooitive current pulse of a de finite ngnitude is rtzcrbed by the value or the co=ij
OUp, = and a negative o.p by tl- ' Down." Uzually - rz-ote-cont.ro! s:.stem wi.Lkt

a wire consuicatonz3 line Cor ant~tank guided hasils ' two wires. 7lieze zyztL s=

permit the rtansaission or the - =ip and 'Down" coaands to the elevators, and the
=RI& -And *Left1ui coUmids to une rudders.

The wire- com nicationr line has high interference protection from various kindz

of interferences, and it is also slpl~e to operate.

The missiles are usually controlled by steel wires 0.2 to 0.3 = thick. They

are wound on special coils that are located on the -issile; durineissile fllght

the wires are unwound from the coils.

Missiles that have a remote-control system with wire comiuncations and radio

commnications are controlled identically. The operator, with the help of an optical

sight, that is connected to the control. stick, tracks the missile's flight by means

of the Lmilrescent trail created by the exhaust gases of the jet engine or by .eans

of a tracer, and, by turning a lever on the control panel, he transmits the commandsTIp N aDown, 3 aRightu or xLeft" to the missile in the form of electrical signals.

The decoder-actuator b"'bck, which is mounted on the missile, decodes these signals,

transforming then into electrical ,pulses which are sent to devices that vary the

position of the controls.

Inildentafly, one 6hould note that the trajector.ies of remote-controlled

antitank rocket missiles shot from launchers and from the ground, are not straight

lines.

So that a missile does not cut into the ground immediately after launching,

it is launched at a cert.in angle. After the missile flies a certain distance, the

operator lowers it downwayds to the required altitude. The missile flies horizontally

at this altitude until target impact. The phase of the trajectory from the launcher

to the beginning; of the horiz6ntal phase is called the entry phase. The operator

guides the missile in this phase in the required direction and to the required

altitude.

In conclusion, let us mention the automated remote-control system which is
S exployed on the Dart missile-.

a In the remote-control systems considered above, the guidance error is determined

and removed by a member of one crew, i.e., the operator. There are instruments,

however, which make it possible to automate the process of guiding the missile
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to the target to some extenL. When the velocity of the missile is about 280 ml/ec,

it is difficult for the operator to react quickly to a change of the guidance error.

Therefore, the guidance system of the Dart Is partially automated-. Part of the

operator's Job is executed by instruments. In au;omated remote-control systems,

the measurement of guidance errors, and the- shaping of control commands and their

transmission to the missile is done automatically, without the participation of an

Iioperator. The launch complex of the art missile includes a telescopi;- optical

Instrument and rn electronic computer. Two images are seen in the eyepiece of the

optical instrument, which is directed or, the target: the target image and the missile

iage. The operator's only function is to match up these two images. Everythirg

else (determination of the magnitude and direction of the missile's deviation from

the target, determination of the necessary command, and so forth) is executed by

the electronic conuter.

Self-contained guidance system. This guidance system is characterized by the

4 fact that the control equipment is entirely concentrated in the missile itself

and, independently without the participation of an operator during the entire time

of rissile flight, it corrects the missile's motion in the direction to the target.

This guiance system program -only requires the preliminary Installation of the missile

flight before it is launched, which is executed by the operator. At present, a self-

containe- guidance system is used in only one foreign arnmy antitank guided rocket,

the 9-Bt.B. There is no information on. the construction of the guidance system of

this missile in the press. Therefore , we can discuss in general terms the principle

of arrangement of these guidance systems which are employed abroad for missiles of

other classes.

The programmed trajeetbry of a self-contained guided missile is a straight line.

If the missile flies exactly on the programmed line, which connects the launch

point and the predicted point, it will hit the target (under the condition that the

predicted point is determined correctly). However, during flight, the missile can

deviate from the programmed trajectory due to various reasons (for instance, gunts

of wind). The function of the self-contained guidance system is to change this

deviation and, in accordance with its magnitude and sign, send a command to controls

in order to return the missile to the programmed trajectory. As we already know,

the controls are the aerodynamic or gas-dynamic rudders. Deflection of the rudders

will bring about the appearance of a control force which will also rnturn the missile

to the programmed trajectory.



Thus, the self-contained gu dance system should hold the missile on the

programed trajectory withou, the help or an operator. The functions of the operator

inca self-contained guidanze system must be executed by instruments (measurement

of the deviation of the missile from the comand post-target line and sending of

*the appropriate commands).

Let us see which instruments must be included in a siiri)le self-contained

'guidance system. First, It is-necessary to measure the missiie's °deviation from

the programed trajectory. This requizes the appropriate devices. Instruments

that are inteled for the measurement of any parameter are called meters.

Consequently, tfiere *ust be meters in a self-dofitained Cidance system. Secondly,

the-measured magnitude and sign of the missile's deviat:Ion must be converted into

controlling electrical quantities (voltage, current, and so forth). Consequently,

there must be converters in a self-contained guidance system., Finally, the

controlling electrical quantity again should.be converted in some device so that

the controls can execute the command. The control-surface actuators serve for

thi$ purpose.

The meters in self-contained systems can be gyroscopes, which make it possible

to measure the angle of deviation of the missile's axis from the programmed

trajectorj. A gyroscope that is for this purpose is mounted in such a manner so

that the axis of its rotor is directed along the axis of the missile. TheI" deviations of the axis of the missile from the axis of the gyroscope are converted
by means of special pickffs into electrical signals that are proportional to the

angle of deviation. These signals are sent to the control-surface actuators which

4 deflect the controls at the required angle. When the controls are deflected, there

appears an aerodynamic moment which revolves the missile until its axis again

coincides with the axis of the gyroscope. The angle of deflection of the controls

will then-be proportional to the controlling signal. The magnitude of the latter

is proportional to the angle of deviation of the missile's axis from the programmed

*-line or, which is the same, from the gyroscope's axis.

When the direction of the missile's axis again coincides with the direction of

the gyroscope's aXis, the controlling signal will disappear, the controls will again

occupy a neutral position, and, due to this, the aerodynamic moment revolving the

-missile will disappear. However, the missile will pass by the given position due

to inertia, since it cannot stop instantly. This will lead to the fact that the
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axis of the missile will again deviate, but in the opposite direction. In this

case it is said that there is a negative mismatch angle. Due to thir, the controls

will turn in the opposite direction. The missile also will -,gain returI to the

given position under the action of the appearing aerodynamic mment. Dud to the

action of inertia, it again will pass the pozition. This process Is repeated several

tiies, i.e., the axis of the missile will oscillate relative to the assigned

position.

For faster termination of the oscillations, the controls are given an additional

angle of deflection that is proportional to the angular velocity of the missile.

In this case there will be an increase of the sd-called aerodynaiic damping moment,

upon which depends the character of the oscillations of the missile's axis. The

aerodynamic damping moment Is caused by the rotation of the missile around its

center oZ mass, and it is greater, the faster-the oscillations of the missile's

axis are damoed. This moment is proportional to the angular velocity of rotation

of the missile and is directed opposite the rotation.

A meter is required for measuring the angular- velocity of rotation of the

missile. The meter may be a rate gyroscope, the signal from-which will :be

algebraically added to the signal from the angulaik-deflection meter. As a result,

just before the missile returns to the assigned position, the total signal will be

equal to zero, and the control surfaces will occupy the neutral position. Upon

further motion of the missile, the control surfaces will deflect by means of inertia

in the opposite direction, an aerodynaiic moment which will prevent the inertial

motion of the missile will -be created, and the missile will smoothly approach the

assigned position. The principle of operation of a simple self-contained guidance

system can be found, from a consideration of Fig. 28, which shows a biock diagram of a

self-contained control system. The advantage of a self-contained guidance system

is its complete noise immunity. If the enemy somehow could still influence the

flight of a missile in a remote-control system, he could not do it ,with this

type of guidance system. Now we shall ,discuss some proposed guidance systems of

antitank guided-missiles.

Several countries have recently published reports on projects for the creation

of homing ATGM's. These reports- tell of the creation of ATGM's which -must be equipped'

with homing guidance systems. In particular, the United States is developing two

types of homing ATM's: the Tomahawk and the Shillelagh.
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,.-.. wat" To -this time, this type of guidance

awfam systeia had been used for air-to-air and

surface-to-air missiles. The principle, of

operation of homing guidance systems is

well-known. Therefore, we shall discuss in

a very general sense, based on the data of

foreign press concerning air-to-air and

Fig. 28. Block diagram of a self- surface-to-air rockets.
contained, control system. -The main distinction of a homing

guidance system from the considered systems of remote control and self-contained

guidance consists in the fact that the missile as if guides its own flight.

A remote-controlle& mssile is guided at a distance by an o erator. A missile

with a self-contained guidance syste;i flies on a preset trajectory. The function

of its guidance sy-stei is to keep the missile on this trajectory. The tasks of the

homing gu idance system are tp estimate the position of the missile with respect to

ii
the target ,and to generite control comnahds which would make the missile hit the

tirget. During- the flight of A homing missile, it is always controlled, not by

an operator, but by an instrument that is located oh bbard.

A hcming gu Idance system can be applied; in combination with other guidance

systems, for instance with a remote-contiol system. in this case' the missile Is

guided by means of the remote-control system by the operator to a distance close

to the target, after which the homing guidance system is actuated. This type-of

guidance system is said to be combined.

The action of homing guidance systems is based on target coniirast, iany

targets, including tanks, are isolated on the surrounding ckground bY a, number

of criteria, i.e., they possess the property of contrast. They -can reflect or

f emit electromagnetic energy.

In those classes of rockets in which homing guidance s ,t~ms are now being

employed, waves of the visible, infrared, and radio ranges are -used. The I.Mericans

are trying to use ultraviolet and infrared rays, which are also called heat rays,

in the ATGM hoing guidance system. Infrared rays are emitted by targets that have

heated components, for instance the exhausted pipes of engines. Furthermore, these

rays are emitted by jet aircraft, ships, thermal electric power stations, blast

furnaces, factory smokestacks, etc. The greater the amount of infrared rays emitted
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uy Lhe :targct,. t he zreter the magnitude of its eontr:st. on the- surrounding back-

groumd. A characteristic of' the quahnt;-y of emitted or absorbed energy per unit
W

time Is the radiant flux, P = , where W is the-'energy emitted, and, t is the time

of emission.

Radiant flux is measured in watts; it chafracterizes the emissive power of

radiation. The magnitude Of radiant flux emitted by any surface of a& body, is not

identical in different directions and depends on the quality of this surface. When

infrared rays pass through the atmosphere, they are absorbed by It. TherefOre, the

concept of a transparent atmosphere was introduced which is characterized by the

transmission .(transparency) coefficient - the ratlo-of the 4uantity of radiant

energy entering a given layer of the atmosphere to the quantity of radiant energy

leaving a given layer of the atmosphere. If the transmission coefficient is equal

to unity, the radiant flux in this case will.not-be absorbed by the atmosphere.

The transmission coefficient also depends on the wave length of the infrared rays.

The atmosphere best admits infrared rays with wave lengths of 3.4-4.2 microns,

and absolutely does not admit rays with wave lengths of 1.8-1.9 2.6-2.9, and

5.2-7.5. rnicrions.

IrLraked rays are dispersed by fog particles, drops, of rain, and dust particles.

The greatest amount of dispersion occurs when the wave length of the infrared rays

is equal to the radius of the dispersing particles.

The main element of a homing guidance syste ' is the target coordinator, which

automatically continuously measures the target position data with respect to the

position of the missile in space. A signal in the form of voltage or current is

obtained at the target coordinator's output; the mismatch angle that is proportional

to it is found between the axis of the coordinator and the missile-target line.

When the mismatch angle is equal to zero, the signal at the coordinator's output is

also equal to zero. With the appearance of the mismatch angle, there also appears a

signal that is proportional to the given-angle. In homing guidance systems to use

the infrared rays emitted by the target, the target coordinator is called a

heat-seeker.

The heat-seeker (Fig. 29) consists of an objective 1, two disks with rasters 2,

a condenser, an amplifier, four filters, and a relay block. It3 principle of action

consists of the following. Infrared rays from heated parts of the target (aircraft,

tank, and so forth) strike the plane of the rasters (a raster consists o? opaque

dashes applied with definite spacing) that are placed on revolving disks (Fig. 30).
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Fig. 30. 'Revolving disks:
1. - first raster of disk,
up-down; 2 - second raster

Fig. 29. Diagram of a of disk, up-down; 3 - first
heat-seek:i' objective; raster of disk, right-left;
2 - disks with rasteis; 4 - second-raster of disk,
3 - condenser: - ph6tocell; right-fift; 5 - center'of
5 - amplifierl 6 - fiiters. f6',al plane.

These disks are the main contro' device of the heat-seeker. One of the disks

controls the "Up-Down" motion of the missile, while the second controls the

"Right-Left" motion; each disk two rasters apiece. The rasters are arranged in a.

row,, forming opaque segments that alternate with transparent segments. The spacing

of all four rasters is different. The disks revolve in opposite directions in such

a way that -the. transpgrent sector of one disk and the opaque sector (with the dashes)'

of the secori disk simuitane)usly'approach the center of the focal plane.

Depending upon which raster the target image strikes, its radiation will be

converted (moduiated),by t0e r~volving disks with a different frequency. The

appearance of these frequenicy signals characterizes the deviation of the longitudinal

axis of the missile: with rispect to target to the right, to the left, up, or down.

The-modulated radiation, af'ter passing through the revolving disks, is collected

by the c6ndenser 3 (Fig. 29) and sent to photocell 4. The current of the-photocell

is amplified in the amplifier 5, whose output has four filters 6, that admit only

the voltage which corresponds' \to the modulation frequencies of the luminous flux

of the target. The modulation frequency of this luminous flux coriesponds to the

direction of deviation of the optical exis of the system from the luminous flux of

the target. Each filter in turn is connected to a relay, which controls the operation

of the control-surface actuator motors.

If a current of the specified frequency goes from the photocell to the amplifier,,

the-relay of a given filter is actuated, which is tuned to this frequency, and the

corresponding motor of the control-surface actuator is operated, which in turn
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deflects the corresponding control surface.

If the target projection is exactly on the optical axis, equal voltage of all

selected frequencies I'ill proceed to the amplifier, and the contrgi -surfaces will

remain at rest. In ,uew of the fact that the optical axis of a hcming guidance

system Is combined 4iith (or parallel to) the longitudinal axis :of the missile, the

latter wilistrictfy follow.the direction of the target., If the target again deviaez

with respect tb 'the optical axis, the projection of its imag,- will" deviate, thus

causing an inequality of images. This will lead to the trigering of the corref'pond-

ine qontrol-sufface actuators, and the missile will be agalrh directed towards the

target..

In simple case under consideration, the process of m'ssile guidance occurs in

such a manner so that its axis is always directe, towards the object, and the

missile flies along a certain curve, which is called the pursuit curve (Fig. 3).

When the target mikes a flanking movement (as shown in Fig. 3i), a characteristic

feature of this method of guidance is the fact that the missile always approaches,

the tail of the target, as a result of which there is obt4i'ed a large curvature

of the trajectory., In order for the missile to a~complish flight on this trajectcry,

it must have a large reserve of the aerodynamic forces that appear upon deflection

of the control-surfaces. Therefore, such homing missiles in foreign armies have

well-developed lifting surfaces.

In order to decreasech tme tu er the sissilen's-trajectory, the following

method is applied abroad: ineach time interval, the missile s not directed to theolw

target, but to a certain point in which the missile should encounter the target.

Let us assume that the target is moving uniformly and rectilinearly (,Figo 32), and

the axis' of the missile at the time' of launching is deviated with respect to the

missile-target line,,ZOO, at a lead angle ?P with such a calculation so that during

rectilinear flight of the missile and the target their encounter would take place

at a certain fixed point. In this case, obviously, the time of flight of the missile

and the target will be identical; the lead angle P is determined by thl equation

V

where V is the velocity; V is the velocity of flight of the missile; q is the target

course angle.

It follows from this equation that, in the process of guldance., the line that

connects the missile and the target will move parallel to its initial diiection,
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Fig. 32. Firing at a predicted
,4g .A1. Pursuit tcurve. point.

Cf 0  And if a heat-seeker is deployed at the time of launching with respect to
z4

the a"is of bhe missile at angle * in the direction of the target, control signals

will appear tt its output only when the axis of the missile deviates from-the line

Upon deviation of the axis of the missile from the line COU, the axis of

the heat-seeker will deviate from the missile-target line, which will lead to the

appearance of a control voltage that is sent tc the control-surface actuator. The

deflection of the control surfaces causes the body.of the missile to turn in such

a way as to eturn the missile to the trajectory that corresponds to its flight

to the point of' target impact. In 'this case it is necessary to correct only the

traject6ry of the missile with, respect to the straight line Co which does not

require-a large reserve of control forces; this means that the lifting surfaces of

the missile (wings) can be made considerably smaller. However, the picture charges

when the target' maneuvers. When the target changes the direction of its motion,

the value of the !course angle will change and, so that the missile flies to the

predicted point, It will be necessary to change the magiitude of the lead angle.

In order to chan ;e the course angle during flight, it is necessary to ensure free

movement of the heat-seeker with respect to the body of the missile. Therefore ,

heat-seekers sometimes are positioned in such a manner so that they can move with

respect'to the body of the missile. Let us assume that the missile has one of

these mobile hEat-seekrs, which ensures continuous target tracking. Then the

question arises of how to control the motion of the missile so that angle 2P, which

is between the axis of the heat-seeker and the axis of the missile, is always

planned in accordance with the equation

sin -=-- sin q.
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In cider to answer this question, it is sufficient to recall that when gui1dzzg

a missile to the predicted point of target impact -the missile-target line moves

parallel to its initial direction, which connects the missile and the target at

the time of launching. Consequently, if we construct the lead angle in such -a way

so that the missile-target line moves forward in the process of guidance, the

missile will be guided to the predicted' point of target Impacts Obvigusly, it is

sufficient to measure the angular velocity of the missile-target lie -and, int

accordance with the change of this velocity, send commands to the control surfaces

in order to reduce this angular velocity to zero. This means that the lead angle

in this case wiilbe -constructed automatically, since the equality to zero of the

angular velocity of the migsil:etarget line signifies that it is moving forward

and that the missile is being guided to the'-predicted point of target impact. The

design of a tracking heat-seeker is more intricate as compared to a stationary

heat-seeker.because of thi necessity of having a special device for automatic target

tracking. Inasmuch as with the use of this guidance method the missile-target

line moves parallel to its initiai direction, this mthod i called the parallel

approach method.

At present, we know dother guidanc& methods abroad-which offer the possibility

of decreasing the curvature of the missJ-le trajectory -as compared to the:pursuit

method. Their essence reduces to the fact the velocity vector of the missile at

each -moment of time is not, directed to th target, -but tc a certain point that is

ahead of the target.

Homing guidance systems can be active, semiactive, and passive.

In'an active homing guidance system, the radiant flux is increased by irradiating

the target with the form of energy that the target coordinator uses. The source

of energy that irradiates the target is placed on the missile.

The target is also irradiated in a semiactive guidance system. Howeveb', ih

this case the source of ehergy that irradiates the target is located outside the -

missile (fdr surface-to-air missiles it is on the ground, and for air-to-air missiles

it is on an aircraft). The energy that is reflected from the target goes to the

receiver which is located on the missile.

The target is not irradiated in a passive homing guidance system, and the

receiver, which is located on the missi-le, uses the energy that is radi,ted by the

target itself.
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me rican speclalists are attespting to apply the seniactive method or homing

guidance for :AXWA' s. -

Of special interest Is the atteqat of American spec!alists to. use the latest

achievement of science ai technology In ATCN guidance systems, i.e., quantum-

he operation of these Instrments Is based on the property of molecules and

ato -of mktter to selectively absorb a certain amount of energy from the outside

du" their Irradiation by external irradiators. The instrument passes into an

exclted state and b" to externally radiate energy, passing again into A state

that Is- stable from the :energetic point of view. It s known that .atoms And

molecules can eit oscillations OC strictly defined frequencies. This is explained,

by the fact that an atom can be in defined energy states. This means that the

energy of the atoms, which is determined by, their oscillations in a crystal lattice

of matter or the energy of electrons revolvir! around a nucleus, can take only

fully defined values.. The transition from one energy state to another is accompanied

by radiation or absorption of a strictly defired amount of energy. Absorption and

emission of light- occur witre definite portions of energy (energy quanta or photons),

and not continuously. The Increase of the energy of a-.particle is called its

excitation. A particle can be e:cited by different methods: heating, electrical
discharge, chemical action, and light quanta. The electrons in excited atoms and

molecules are- on higher energy levels. The possible discrete (discontinuous) energy

states of an atom or molecules can be symbolically depicted as the levels -E, E2,

E--(Fg. 33), which are called discrete 
energy levels. The distances between them

are different for different chemical elements, but are identical for all atoms of a
given element. The energy of an atom can be changed only by the quantities E2 -E1 ,

E3_EI etc., i.e., discretely. The transition of an electron. from one energy-

level to another is connected with the emission or absorption of light.

If' a particle in -the initial state possessed the energy Em, and En in the final

state, when En > Em it absorbed a light quantum, and when En < Em it emitted a light

quantum that had an energy of hi = En - E. In this case Y Is the frequ:zicy of the

emitted or absorbed light quantum, depending on the difference between the initial

and fina:1 energy levels; .h is Planck's constant, which is equal to-6.65 x iO-i × 2 X -I

gecn Xsec
A beam of light with frequency v, which is radiated by a large quantity of
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It Identical ato that acconplish. the same Jump,

-1wj consist of a cerrtain number of quanta, each

of which has th e energy hw. The energy -of a I iljit

bea'll be equal to either lhy,, 2bhy, _3hz, or

Fig. 33. Znergy levels. nhy, I.e., It will consist of 1, a, light

quanta. Fcv the visIble portion of the spectrum at IL - 5-10-5 cm and V - 6-10)1 4

1/.ec, the quantum energy is eqtm'l to hv - 6.65-10" 2 7 6-t 1  - 4-10!- 2 e r -

i. .4 .1 - 1 9  jou le s .

A large quantity of various ki-As of atoms and molecules occur Ir nature. They

can be on various energy levels. Electromagnetic oscillatiogs of pr tic

wave length can be obtained with their help. The spontaneous glow of a substance,

which is caused by the transition of its excited pefticles to a lower nergy level,

is called -luminescence.

Particles of a substance can i ; in an excited state -for a longer or shorter +

length of time. The time that a ticle remains 1A an excited state is called its

lifetime, and it varies within, wide limits. A medium containing -excited particles

is called an optically active mEdium. When the lifetime, of a particle In an excited

state is great, e.g.:,. from, a few seconds to several days, spontaneous glow- of the

medium appears, i.e., photolwiminescence. When the spontaneous glow. of the medium

is natural, the excited particles enter a lower energy level without e6ternal

influence. When the lifetime of a particle in excited state 'is short, f.g., from

a millionth to ten-millionths of a second, sb-called fluorescence appears. The

process of the transition of excited particles to a lower energy state may be

accelerated artificially. The luminous intensity of the medium will then,

simultaneously increase. This requires that thb Amedium be influenced by monochromatic

radiation, the frequency of which should coincide with one of the spectril lines.

In order to amplify the flux, it is necessary that the particles ,o'. the medium have

the necessary excess energy which could be radiated, i.e., the particles should be

in an excited state.
* The particles' &f -medium can + be artificially held on the upper energy level

when the medium is "pumped" by the energy from the external source. Inasmuch as

the lifetime of a particle in an excited state is short - when the

energy "pumps" the medium it will be simultaneously kadiated, i.e., the phenomenon

of fluorescence will occur. If an active material is excited by some method (electric
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d1*c''rg:e or pulse tube) , to -a higher energy level, the energy of an atom of the

.- iu wi. Increase from 3evel El to level 'i . The acive medium can be a ciryf-.,

P . g, o r vapors -of various c -e'ical -eItents or their adytures. The material or -J

-afl ti* - i iuksid the levels :are' selected ,so that the, fetime on level Ei i

" - li. e tlj :h -,-,- -When this r'mled , which is in an optlcally active state, is

Ifra d It _diferent effects can be obtained., For instan-e, the excitation enerey

-can b imdite u tirned Into thermal energy without the eamisia of light; this

-- cur e w en-bte irradiating beamAs aan infrared ray, i.e., vt corresponds to the

-efsk Of,.tht.- t enrai portion of light. When such a photon s-ies tv-.,e active

-medium -tha atdms of the latter- trais fer to, 'a lover energy level without the esmission

* - , : of l rgt, 'retu tht excess energy to the- crystal latticeof the medium.

If ivpi li s in-the region of the visible spectrum, thrie can occur acceleration

of the tiasition of excitatiun -errgy into the energy of visibie .rays. The. medium

t.en flahes br1ght and dies oat quickiy, and the monochromatic beam flux, which

strikes, the ptItcill :active medium, forces an excited atom of the active medium to

transfer fom -the- upper energ lvel, E to a fully defined intermediate level E1 -

In this -case, hF f E - As a result, a new photon will be obtained which

S o rrespcnds-to the spectral line v that is characteristic-for the given medium.

This photon will be radiated in exactly the same direction as the striking- one,, i.e.,

ai.fication of light will occur. This is the principle of action of quantum-

mechanical amplifiers. If part of the energi :in such an amplifier from the output
4n the, ccrresponding phase is rit~i-d -back "to the input to an, optically active
medium,, it will ._unction as a self-excitirA generator. The power of a similar

generator wil! depend on the-material selected, the method of-its activation, and

the power of the "pumping"-generator.

The active medium in generators cayi be syntheti,, ruby crystals, which consist of

a crystal of aluminum,.oxide 'with an adeition of chromium oxide-. The active medium

in this case are the chromium ions (the active mee/ium may also be crystals of

'dalciumniTluoride with an addition of uranium or samarium).

If a weak beam of-red light is introduced into a ruby crystal that is made in

the form of a rod, then, upon passa'ge through the crystal, this beam will transfer

the chromium ions from the middle level to a lower one, With a single passage through

thie ruby, anr impulse of light will force a small number of atoms to radiate energy.

TI,erefore,the amplification willf be small. In order to obtain a large amplification,
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It Is necessary io, force the light inpxlse t~o pasxs throught. the ruby -re~peitedly..

This Is attalnd with the help or mirrors.; 'the ends of the ruby rod -arL-,qited

by a thin layer of zsilver, so that aemitrahlspjarint mirrors -are obtained., In the

presence of s uch mirrors, a ce-,ain part of -the enerkgy viiil be reflected from a

mirror, returned to ruby r6d, azA the interaction with. the diiromiii Ions Will

continue. The reflected po#16ioJof energy wil obtain, additionlal energy- from th,_

jchromium Ions,; lnstrumnts that are constructed on this -principle are said to be

quantu-mechanic~al, or lasers. A diagram of a simple laser- Is -shown in Fig., 34.

The ruby rod is' approxImtely, 12 = long and 5 = In diam.-ter.. is'ends are- ccated

with silver. A spiral ,fladh bulb (the; sman type that Is employed, in photography)

is screwed -into the rod. The bulb is a source of green light,, which is necessary-

for excitation of the chromium atom-, (for 'Tffping" them).

Fig. 34.* Diagram of a lasei'.. i
When the flash -bulb is -actuated, an. intense. parallel beam- of red light emerges

from the -ruby rod; the emissive pulse power of the beam's radiation reaches 10

kilowatts.* An instruimentt of' analogous: design radiates so, much bright light it is
possible to see it in diylight at a distance 6t ha km. An impotn rpryo

lasers is the parallel.,prepe6ity cf b* light betim iradiated.:by them. With- the help

of these instruments itis possible -to create a ,very- narrow beam with -, huge
concentratAon of energy in it,,(apprbximately sevieral megawatts per cm?) by focusing

the beam on an areu with dimensions that are appropximateiy equal to the wave length.

the application of- lasers- in radar has large prospects., Conventional radar

equipment, due-to their wide antenna radiation pattern, cannot distinguish objects

- 'which are close to one another. The high radiation dijectivity of lasers can correct

this deficiency to a- .onsiderable extent. American specialists, who attach a large

value to ATGM's, decided td use these instruments for guidance systems.
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t ATGN _AUNCHE-

The launching of antitank guided miss iles does not riequire intricate launchers.

'These missiles can be launched'by the most diverse methods: from special launchers,

from packing boxes, and finally, directly from the ground. Special launchers are

- very sile in deig. They can be set up on the grotnd, a motor vehicle, an armored.,

car, a heliapter,, or art aircraft.

When a. missile is fired fiom-a special launcher, it moves along a guide:rail

which is given an appropriate angle of elevation.

When missiles are fired frcm Oacking boxes that are set up on the ground, the

cover, which serves as a support for the front section of the box, is opened, and

the angle of elevation thus is obtained (Fig. 35).

,Fig. 35. ATM's launched from packing
boxes (SS-i).

The weight of the launchers is very insignificant as compared to the weight

of the antitank weapons; it usually does not exceed 20 to 30 kilograms.

In the case of' firing from a motor vehicle, an armored car, a helicopter, or
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an aircraft, they also are equipped vfith guide rails, uuA31y- for several misuiles

(Figs. 36 and 3T).,

dI~ T:~. -4frSZ

Fig. 36. ATCM's launched. fron a motor vehicle

GIIP~NOT

Fig. 37. ATGM's launched from a hlcpe
(ss-1o)'. h cpe

Maneuverability is increased significantly when the~ launcher is used inl this

way. In the opinion of foreign specialists, this is their important advantage,

s-tnce the tactical mobility of infantry antita~k weapons under the conditions of

nuclear-war has a large value.

When (ATOM] (rlIYPC) are used on self-propelled vehicles it is possible to
quickly advance a-unit of these missiles from the rear and the flanks to the areas

under tank attibit, ATGM's an self-propelled vehicles can be covered considerably

faster from machine gun fire and enemy" artillery'. To mrake the ATGM's even-more

F maneuverable,. self-propellea devices are presently being developed abroad which' will

permit all-around fire. 'in Fiance, for instance, such a device was mfounted on; theI
medium tank AMX-1,k the revolving turret of which permits ATGM launching 1in ary
direction.

Missiles that are launched from the grouind do not have guide rails. They are
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set- IV- direitly on tihe ground. However,, the Mosquito and the SS-11- have rod-

supots ie., spikes, vhichsiport the nose conex icV thes mlissiies (Fig,. 38). -

- -- Fig. 38. ATOM, laiunched
directly fr64i the ground
(Mosquito).

The9-D~t jisle ithself-contained -guidance system em'loys a-smooth-bore

tube as -the 1auihchir (the- launcher has 'a sight).
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8. ATGM ARRANGD4ENT1 fIN THE FIRING POSITION;
FIRING METHODS;' AND FIRING INSTRUCTIONS,

For -combat deployment, as a rule, antitank guided missiles [ATGJ4] (1I"YPC)- are

placed in the firing position in batteries, i.e.,. four to six missiles and-mbre to

each battery, The battle ordcr of a battery-of remote-controlled ,Etac missiles is

shown in Fig.-39.

-MI

Fig., 39. Diagram of the battle order" of an ATGM

battery.

The battle order of a battery consists of the firing position and the command

post. The command post can be located both in direct pi6*imity to the firing'

position, and also at a certain distance from it. If the launcher is an armored

car or a motor vehicle, the control panel can be placed on the armored car or the

motor vehicle.

For firing remote-controlled missiles, the matching method is employed; it is

also- called the three point method. The essence of this method consists in that

the-missile is held on the command post (optzator)-target line. The operator,

who continuously tracks the missile's flight with an optical inistrument, alwayq

sees it matched with the targeti If the missile, deviates from the co~lmand post-target

line, the operator determines the magnitude and direction of the deviation, and sends

appropriate command signals ("Up," "Down," "Right," "Left,") which return the missile
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- 'to- the giien line.' In order to facilitate observation, 'the missiles -are equipped

with traers. In-.additon, the British missile Pye, for instance,, has two

per~opes with variable magnificaticn. As the missile- gets farther away, the

ope:rato chages the magnification of the periscopes from a low magnification to

a higher one.

The Dart missile, which has an automated system of remote control, employs
t he same htching method. The operator only matches the"target and missile images; -

diecio thee deiation isgeeser
"1 as in itude and direction of the deviation is -determined by a computer; 'it also

" ' ! eids the necessary coumands.

The necessity of visual observaticn when firing, in the opinion of western

specia'ists, foices speial requirements as to the selection of firing positions

for ATGM18s.

First, the terrain in- front of the firing position, should be °open to the range

of guided flight of the missile. Foreign mili'iary specialists -ote this re'quirement

as adeficiency of.ATG4's, since it. will not always be possible to 'fulfi'll it in

a combat situation.

Second, the fir*i4igpositionsd f ATGM's should be arranged' in such a manner s'o

that they are concealed from enemy ground obs~rvation. In a cb bat situation, the,

enemy can interfere with ATGM firing by laytng a smoke screen in front .of the

pozition, thus making it impossible for the operator to opnduct visual observation

of. the flight of the missiles. Dust and smoke considerably decrease visibility or

,can completely close off the sector of fire.

Third, 'when selecting the firing positions, in the Opinion of foreign

-3peclalists, one should take into account that dust will form when ATGM's are f.red,

which gives away the firing position.

Certain 'foreign-ATGM's have devices which eliminrite or, in-any case, decrease

dust-formation when they are launched. For instance, the Mosquito 'has a special

rod support, i.e., Spike, which permits the missile to be- set up at an angle of

i0-20 ° to the horizon. These missiles can be fired from behind small concealments

that are easy to camouflage.

When a battle is being fought in populated areas, foreign specialists recommend

that ATGM's be set up directly in buildings and launched from'windows for

camouflage purposes. Based on data from the foreign press, it is possible to give

the following order of occupation of the firing position and the firing order of
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antitank guided missiles. The ATGM's are transporteJ to the area of the seliected-

firing position,in motor vehicles. Light ATOM'S are tran3ported by soldiers from

the vehicles to the firing position. Several foreign ATCM's -are disasselmblid to

facilitate transporting. The body and i6se of these ATGM's are- storednd trans-'

ported separately. They are attached at the firing position. The aisembly and

installation of these missiles takes from' 30 seconds to several iiutes,, qependfnr

upon the design. When the missiles are assembled, the launchers (orj-cqitainers)-

are arranged in such A way, so that they can fire in the most tank-endangered

direct-ion. Each' container is set up -in -Its own specified -direction so as to, co-'er

a large sector of fire with -four to six missiles. The containers with thi missiles

are set up by the soldiers who transported them to the firing position. At this

time, the operator selects the command post, sets up the generatorand selectori

and depl0yS' the electrical system. He connets the, generator, selector, afid command'

instrument to an eiectric- cable. The selector is connected to each missile. After

that, the operator inserts -spark plugs- ihto, the miissiles, turns on the guidance

system of each missile, arid- assumes his position at the conisand instrument.

When enemy tanks appear at a range that- is equal to the firing range of -the

missile, the operator launches the first missile at one of the tanks. In case of

a miss, the operator launches a second missile.

Tanks- also can be fired' upon through areas where friehdly troops are deployed.

To do this, certain foreign ATGM's have special devices in their control systems

which permit the operator to raise the fuse for a certain period of time (when the

missile has passed-the location of the friendly trodpS)'o Incertain missiles the

fuse is raised automatically for several seconds of flight. Missiles that have

similar devices cannot explode when they fall into a friendly troop area.

Foreign military specialists very 'highly evaluate the accuracy of ATGM firing.

They consider that the probability of' hitting a tank is 80-r9%'. This signifies that

if tanks are fired upon a- sufficiently large number of 'times,, then, out of every iO0

missiles launched, 80-90 will hit a '.ank.

Flight control of an ATGM requires skill and experience. Therefore, several

armies have special instruments, i.e., trainerfs, which simulate missile flight,, for

training- operators (Fig. k0). Trainers are divided into two groups: those for basic

training and those for advanced training.

A basic trainer is an electronic device with a cathode-ray tube. The instrument
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also contains a control stick.. The screen of

the cathode-ray tube has 3les of varlous

configuration. These lines smilate the ZV-il

of &,flying missile. The trainee, by means or

the control stick, should follow the lines of=:

spot of Iht that is projected on the screen.

Instruction on this trainer consists of two

phases. 1h the first phase, the, trainees develop

F1g. 46. Trainer. mzaal dexterity. In. the second phase, the

trainees learn how to track a moving object.

For this, in front of the screen of the cat-hode-ray tube there Is placed a target

sulator with an area of 10-15 sm., which moves at a specified speed. The speed

of the target simlator is increased as the trainees acquire more experience.

'The trainer for the second period of Instruction is more intricate. The trainer

utillzed for this- consists of a panorama screen; -films of a-moving target and a

spot of light are projected on the screen; the trainee matches up the spot with

the target by oprating a lever on the -rontrol. panel. An electromechanical computer

carries out the connection between the lever movement and the spot on the screen.

-The sam device considers the time of flight of the missile, the delay of the control

loop, pasures the range to the target, and stops the film after the missile passes

this range; The accuracy of guidibg thit missile to the target is determined the

position of the target and the light spot, which are- fixed on the screen. The

instructor can stop the film and the light spot at any moment and explain the

trainee's error to hirzi.

The average duration of operator training (including the combat firing course),

which ensures an"80 to 90% target hit is, approxiiately one month.

In -the Swiss Army, personnel are trained to fire Mosquito antitank guided

missiles by a very simple and economical method. For firing training, a parachute

is placed in the missile instead of a warhead. Instruction for firing missile

equipped with parachutes is carried out by the following method. A stationary

target, i.e., a special target frame (Fig. i),, is fired at. A target hit is scored

when the missile flies through the target frame. After the missile flies through

the target frame, the operator gives the command "Up." The parachute opens after

the missile reaches a certain altitude (Fig. 42). The moment that the parachute
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Fig. 42. Moment of
parachute opening

Fig. 41i. Target frame for during firing train-
firing ATGM's by trainees. ing.

is ejected is determined by the operator, who then sends a comiard to a special

de-vice, or this command- is generated by a prograed device. With its parachute

ope-,, the missile descends smoothly to' the ground. Parachutes make it possible to

save !,ss than 70% of missiles with on-board electronic equipment and gyroscopes

for repeat%-d firings.
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9. COMT USE OF ATGNs

we hive considered the design of antitank guided missiles [ATCH] (fl&PC) and the

methods of firing them above. In this sectio we shall discuss the following ques-

tions: how can ATM's be used in battle, what position do they occupy in the weapon

system of armies, what types of forces can use them, and which units have them?

Te rapid development -of antitank guided missiles in the postwar years forced

the foreign military specilists to think about the possibilities of their combat

application. They presently consider that the adoption of ATGM's by the armed forces

opens new prospects in antitank warfare and -vith armored targets in general. Foreign

military specialists also consider that the emergence and development of ATGM' s will

demazd a ,reconideration of the views on the future of antitank defense and infantry,

tactics in generil, and the tactics of armored forces in particular. However, in

spite of the high apprai sal of the prospects of ATGM's made by foreign specialists,

the question concerning their role and place- in contemporary antitank defense and

in the weapon aystem in general has not yet been finally answered. There are very

many contradictory statements concerning this question in the foreign press; however,

a defifiite generil tendency concenhing the combat use of ATMI's has already been

noted. It is obvious that the combat application of any new weapons, including

ATOM's is based on the maximum usi of its positive qualities, taking into a ccovnt

its negative properties, also.

In the opinion of foreign military specialists, as compared to conventional

antitank weapons, ATGM's possess a larger range of firing along with a higher

accuracy of fire and higher armor-piercing capability. In addition, the operator

can be far away from the firing position and well concealed; the weight of ATGM's
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Is considerably less thkan weight of contemporary antitank guns. An these positive

qualities, In the opinion of foreig specialists, can permit the use -of AI3'.s in

certain cases In both defensive and offensive operations. In the last case, ATOGP'

tRi~z are launched from self-propelled launhert, motor vehilees, and- o forth wil.

have the advs.ntae.

Forelgn specialists conside-that ATI'$ can be deployed-t6r reinforcifg

antitank defense both i the depth of the deinse, apd also on- its fofvard edge.

In last case, the ATOM's will be able to +deztroy mobilte arvored targets until

their gunfire becomes effective.

By using ATOM's mbuted on aircraft and helicopters, it is posslble to destroy

tanks -and other armored vehicles while they are moving -and. right in the tactical

depth of the enexy.

The shortcomings of ATGM's which affect their combat application, in the opinion

of foreign military specialists, include, for instance, the presence of a adead

zone* up to A0w-600 a deep, which iakes It impossible to destroy tanks at close

distan~es. Certain military specialists consider that ATOM' s can -be applied oily

for firing on tan3s at comparatively long ranges, since upon the sudden appearance

of tanks at close distances (to 600-800 m), the, operator siply cannot guide .a

missile to the target..

Another shortcoming of ATGM's, as considered abroad, is- their low rate of fire

as compared to conventional antitank weapons.

Furthermoie, several foreignATGM's have large dimensions, which hampers their

delivery to the firing positions. Therefore, it is considered that the occupation

of firing positions and preparation for combeit ;readiness, 6f en ATGMI battery requires

comparatively -more time than required for setting up conventional weapons.

Finaliy, the shortcomings of ATGM's also include the circumstance that their

firing requires the visual observation of an operator. In connection wit'li this, it

'is considered im ssible to employ ATGM's in a number of theaters of operations.

Even in the European theater of operations there cannot always be found a more .-

less even section of terrain that can be seen at a distance of 3-4 km and has no

Obstacles.

Considering these shortcomings, the foreign military press considers that

ATGM's cannot completely replace antAtank artillery, and that this new antitank

weapon in the present stage of its development can be applied in battle only in
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comluamtioft with. otheri aniak-AO

*oreIWn military specialists consider fts at n,mis lis can be used by

an brawches of 'the armed forces, and, -fiitheiwore; they/ can be Included- In specli

waits of the -antitank reserve. in adition, it is considered that arming th~e

Infanltry with antitank'guided missiles will. considerably reinforce it In tank

WwarfareIn the main tpes of battle; therefore, ATGN' s will be applied most often

in lzfaary waits mid elemenits as the official antitank weapons of the Infantry.

In cainctiom: with this, the foreignl press has been discussing the question of-the

ortenizatial structure-of. ATOMN elements, but a final, opinion has not yet been

"ade, although the general tendency of organizing, ATOM, elements in the Infantry

a~notoriz ifantry~units In a number of-amies i already clear.

In connection with the fict-thit the application of weapons of Mass destruction

has sharply Increased the value of small elements, it is assumed that platoons will

be armed with antitank guided amissiles.

Tile character of modern warfare is such that it is frequently necessary to

-quickly change from one form of battle to another. ]In connection with this, 'combat

~iements will-make use of maneuver by fire. The structure of the battle order

under combat conditions with the application of weapons of mrASs destruction, in

the opinion military specialists, will be such that 'large intervals will form

between strong defense points and& support points. This circumstance will also

demanid maneuvers by companies and platoons which will be able to strike the flanks

and rear of the e~nem~y. The element maneuvers will consist of turning and4 outflanking

movements. 'The sudden appearance of small, well-equipped elements on the flanks or

in the rear of the enemy, in the opinion of foreign specialists, can render a decisive

influence on the outcome of a battle. Die to this, the ,mobility and high technical

equipment of small'elements is given a large value in the foreighx military press.

It is considered that such elements must have~ their own ATI3's,, since the reinforce-

ment of elements with them in the course of battle byr order oil senior -officers will

demand a great deal. of time, which is im~ermissible under coifiditions of fastmoving

'battle'. For arming small. elements, it is recommended to. have light ATGMts, which

can be' transported in-;, houlder',bags. The application of suich missiles will make

it possible to reinforce the element of surprise in tank warfare.

Recently, several armies of the capitalistic countries were Ecquipped with

light ATGMs which can be carried by one man.



with A1CH's. A typical antitank platoon consists of nyc~ squads, each f which

has one ATGOM launcher, mounted on an armored car. An idfantry divisioft has five§

of these support groups; consequently,. It has a total of 25 AIGHK launchers. it

should be noted that the UnitedStatia at this time is not -pr~ducing-.ATOMs, but

purchases them in France and WestGitrmai,*. The troops stationed. in West Germatny

use SS-i0 French midssiles, while those In the COIII and inm the Far!East use the

West German*B0-810. 'Not only units and elements are armed with antitank guided

* missiles, but also uotorized-iniantry battalions of armored divisions ind: biigades.

It Is'appropriate to note that until recez.ity~ the United States thought that

the best antitank weapons for armored divisions were antitank gltns. H!owever, t~xis

opinion hais sharply changed recently. Inasmuch as it is considered that tanks in

-modern war will not always advance toigether with a motorized-infantry-armored

division, it is necessary to have a large degree of freedom In the antitank respect.

The best antitank weapon for motorized infantry under these conditions am ATGM's

whose launchers are mounted on armored cario. With this deployment of ATG14's, they

will be 'ust as maneuverable as the -motqorzed -infantry itself. In connrection with

this, several studies have been made rece ntly ~on armored divisions. for the-purpose

of determining a rational mieans of equipping them with new antitank rocket Meapons.

The problems of which elements of a motorized infantry battalion should be equIpped

with ATOM's, how many launchers and iiissiles should b issued, and- how many opei~ator's

should there be were solved; furtherianre, the principies of the combat use of the

ATGM' s in motorized infantry b attal,'ons were worked'out. This led. to the conclusion

that ATGM's shbuld-be included in the mortar platoon of each infantry company of a

motoriied-infantry battalion. The, mortar platoon should' have an antitank section

that consists of two squads,, eachi.of which should have one launcher. The lagncher

crew includes a commnander, who siriultaneously performs the duties of the operator,

a driver, two loaders, and a missile-bearer who must ensure the delivery-6f the

missiles to the firing position and assemble them there. It was decided to arm the

4r, motorized-'Infantry battalions with SS-10 French missiles.

The combat deployment of the antitank sections is directly supervised by the

company who gives them their assignments. Antitank sections will be deployed in,

battle in direct proximity to the forward edge in the battle order of the companies.
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It- Is. -possible to fire from an armore car,, which permits loadinig

Isloe the viehicle, as well as directly from the ground, dependirig upn situation

an the neessa y degree -of coealrnt. In the case of firii* fro the ground,

the operator can select the most convenient position for the coiaas post at a

certain distance friom the riring poiitim,

In- te opinlon of foreign specialist, tanks have presently reached the stage

inuth*sr development when a further increase of their armor protection has lost

Inortance in 6O6rujromction with the application of powerful hollow shaped-charge

auiltnk missiles. Therefore, prime ittention should be given to arming tanks

with sufficiently light and effective weaons. Tanks should have a weight that

permits tha to be transported by air with the help of aircraft or helicopters.

Inconnection with this, t'' vattentioiv of allitary specialists is concentrated on

rocket weapons In general, and on ATGM s in particular. SpecialiSts of capitalistic

ountiies consider that by arming tanks with ATC;E' °they can solve the problem of

the weight of a tark and its armament,, and it will make it possible to have

comaratively light tanks that are capable of effective warfare against enemy

armored targets with the preservation of the necessary mobility, i.e., in their'

opinion, the best tank protection from enemy fire. However many specialists

consider that it is still to early to completely replace tank armament with ATGM's,

since the latter still have rather large dimensions and it is impossible to place

a sufficient quantity of them in a tank. U. S. specialists also consider that

it will not be necessary to use ixpensive ATGM's against all targets. Many targets,

such as machine guns and other open weapon emplacements, can be quite effectiveqy

destroyed by machine guns or other guns by ,firlng high-explosive shells. Considering

all this, it is presently proposnd, in additi6n to ATOM's, to ari tanks with machine-

guns and light rocket launchers, i.e., to create tanks with combined armament. Such

a combination of Ftmament, in the oplnrt of U. S, military specialists, w ill make

it possible to have sufficiently light;we.ght maneuvering tanks that possess high

firepower and can economically executc va rous fire missions.

In the foreign press for a long t~me there was a controversial question concern-

ing wich' tanks should be armed with ATGO's. It was first considered, that only

heavy tanks should be armed with ATGM's. It was' recently decided to also arm

medium tanks with them. As a result of' replacing heavy guns with ATGM's, it will

be possible to simplify the transportation and supply of ammunition to armored units.
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This is also promoted by the assumed decrease in thlckness of tank armor due to

arming them with ATON's.

Furtherore, antitank guided missiles have been issued to the antitank platoons

of the heavy weapons coiipanies which make up the Infantry and motorized-infantry

battalions. ATOM's have also been issued to the rocket-fighter antitank companies

of the tank battalions of infantry brigades (in this case the personnel and ATGMIS

are transported on 16 armored cars that have launchers). A Jeep with a trailer

transports three SS-10 missiles on the launcher and six on the trailer.

In connection with West Germany's development of the BO-8i0 ATGM, which is

considerably lighter and less expensive than the SS-10, it has been proposed -to arm

infantry and motorized-infantry platoons with them. However, platoons armed with,

these ATGM's must have squads that 'include tuo 6p&,ators, motor vehicle drivers,

and 16 missiles on launchers (one operator will control eight missiles). The rest

of the fire unit will stay in the body of the maoor vehicle

West Germany also uses ATGM's for arming the motorized infantry. They have

been adopted as a standard weapon of the motorized infantry battalions of the tank

brigades of West German divisions. Each heavy weapons company of tank battalion

has an ATGM platoon.

Finally, it has been proposed to start arming tanks with ATM's. i this

respect, the views of the military specialists of the United States and West Germany

coincide. The creation of a light, tank armed with light-weight ATGM's and capable

of carrying a -sufficient number of missiles has been noted in West Germany. Launcher

in the proposed tank will be placed in a special armored shelter which will be

considerably elevated above the tank. Reloading of missiles will be accomplished

inside the tank. A special free space behind the projecting part with the launcher

is fo-eseen for the exhaust blast.

The French has introduced ATGM's intD the batteries which .make up the platoons

of infantry companies. A platoon has ATGM batteries which launch the missiles

directly from the ground. A battery has six of these launchers. The missiles are

transported on a motor vehicle In their packing boxes. A battery also has a command

instrument, an optical sight, a generator, a selector, and a monitoring instrument.

A regiment contains two infantry companies, i.e., a total of six platoons. Each

platoon has six launchers with SS-iO missiles. Consequently, there are 36 launchers

in a- regiment. Furthermore, ATGM's have been issued to combat platoons of
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recomalssance groups of the composite regiments of the-light motorized division.

These platooai'have their launchers momted- on a light motor, vehicle (each motor

vehIcle holds • complete ATCObattery, i.e., 6-missiles). Each regiment h&s 60

laun rs for 38-10 ATOH's. Regard1ig the prospects of arming the tanks of the

Fr£eh hrsW with ATM's, the views of the French military specialists also coincide

with the views of the American and Vest German specialists. At present, France

ba a" light tank, the ANX3-I, which Is armed with SS-ii ATGM's,

"Work is being conducted simuntaneouly for decreasing the. dimersions ATGM's

,in.order .t increase the quantity-of missiles in the fire unit cf a tank, and also

the control.systeu of these ATGM's is being improved.

This, it is 'clear that the capitalistic countries attach a large value to

arming tans with ATOM's. It is first assumed that ATGM's will supplement the

artillerT armaent, and later, as they are improved,, they will completely replace

artillery aramment. Foreign military specialists consider that this replacement

-will make it possible to decrease the weight of a tank and considerably increase

its speed and maneuverability, while retaining its firepower.

.Having discussed the questions connected with the :p6sition of ATGM's in the

weapone systems of contemporary armies :and their organizational structure, we shall

consider the principles :of the combat application of these missiles in the main

fms of battle, 'i.e., offense and defense. In the opinion of the foreign press,

ATOM's will mainly be used for reinforcing the antitank defense of units and elements

of the infantry in both offensive and defensive operations'. We shall analyze the

principles of the combat application of :ATGM's in these forms of battle according

to the present views of the United States Army, where these questions are bei'ig

given considerable attention.

An: offeneive operation can be initiated in two cases:

1i when there is direct contact with enemy forces;

2) when the forces preliminarily occupy regions of concentration from which

they intend to attack the enemy, who is occupying the defense.

In the first case, combat groups, which contain antitank platoons armed with

ATGM"s, can attack in one or several directions. If a combat group attacks in one

direction, its antitank platoon provides the general support of this group. If,

however, a combat group attacks in two or ,three directions, the antitank platoon

can be used for providing antitank defense of the infantry companies of the first
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echelon. In other words, the commander of a combat group can use the antitank

platoon or part of it for providing the antitank defense of the entire &bmbat group.

The comander of a combat group can also assign squads of the platoon, to the infantry

companies of the first echelon, whereby the first ones to receive these squads will

be the infantry companies that 'have the least amount of tanks or other antitank

weap! £s. Furthermore, when the combat group comander is assining the antitank

platoon squads, he takes ,into account the number of enemy-tanks in direction of

attack of the infantry company.

Squads ,of the antitank platoon also can be assigned to elements that are

Protecting the flanks of the advancing main forces.

If the attack begins from concentration areas, the combat group forms its battle

order, as'a rule, in 'tow columrs moving at a dlstance which would exclude, the

simultaneous defeat of both columns by a nuclear attack of the enemny In this battle

order of combat groups, the antitark ,platoon is distributed between the columns.

In a column, two or three squads are assigned the elements that are protecting the

column movement: one squad can be assigned to the lead infantry company and one

or two squads can, cover the tail of' the column from the attack of enemy tanks from

the rear. The remaining squads are used for providing antitank defense of the combat

group elements which are moving in the .main direction of attacko. The mission of

these squads of the antitank -platoon ,Is to cover the column from a surprise attack

of enemy tanks from the flanks and the rear. They execute this mission jointly with

the tanks assigned to the combat group.

When an engagement is initiated, the squids of the antitank platoon advanced

forward, occupy firing positions, and prepared to repeal the counterattacks 6f

enemy tanks. Elements of light ATGM's occupy their combat position-at a distance

of 100-250 m from the forward edge during the Attack. The infantry companies are

continuously supported during the battle by means of the antitank platoon squads

aiternately changing their firing positions.

When the battle has ended and the infantry companies have dispersed and occupied

a defensive Position for holding the objective or quickly advance forward, the squads

of the antitank platoon follow the orders of the commanders of the infantry companies

to ,which they are, attached (if there aie no other orders from the commander of the

combat group).

A defensive operation is a temporary form of combat. In spite of tnis, questions
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cooferning the oktanization Of the.-defense in general, and the organization of

antIt 6efeae c4n particular,- are given a very large value andallotted much-

attention.

'AkeOeat group can se- -, a -defense both within a 'division, and also apart

fron it. aiin forces. z

Ina iwar-without.the application &*f nuclear weapons, the front line of defense

of a coMat group wifl be up to 4 ka wi'fe in open terrain-and up to 2.5 km in rugged

terrain. !e. depth of the. defense area in both cases will be up to 3.5 km. The

front, line of defense of a combat group in a nuclear war will be from 3.5 to 6 km

wide. The depth of the dekense area Ln this case will be from 2.5 km to 5 km.

The mission of*a combat group in a defensive operation is to stop, the enemy

before the forward line of defense and to repel an attack; in ease ofa ,breakthrbugh

of the' defense b-y the enemy, the combat group should cotinterattack him and restore

the 'line of defense. A combat group in a defensive operation can be given additional

antitank weapons.,

The" deployment of authorized ,and attached antitank weapons depends on the size

of the defense area of the combat group and its mission. Elements of light ATGM's

that are launched from the ground occupy their defensive combat position usuilly

iOO to 250 m from the first ,line of defense. In case of awide front of defense

and the presence in it of several directions in danger of a tank attack, squads of

the antitank platoon are assigned to the infantry c6mpanies in" these positions.

The antitank squads -will take their orders directly from the comnanders of the

infantry companies and will carry out their instructions.

When other antitank weapons are assigned to infantry companies, the ATGM squads

occupy firing positioni which should ensure, mutual fire communication with' the other

attached antitank weapons (antitank guns, tmns, etc.).

Antitank defense in the American Army is set up taking into account natural

obstacles reinforced by engineering constructions. Furthermore, 'it is supplemented

by antitank mine fields, field artillery, and aerial bombing of tanks at the defense

appr6aches. Taking all of this into account, ATGM firing positions are set up in

areas under danger of tank attack which are weakly covered by other antitank weapons.

In addition, special attention is given to the zone of iO0-4O0 m from the first

line of defense (it is in the ATGM "dead zone"), In connection with this, the

ATGM fire communication with the other antitank weapons, must be set up well, right

up to antitank guns. The fulfillment of this requirement is further dictated
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by other consideration. In the opinion of the Americans, the enem will try to

disrupt the use of ATGMs, whose firing, as we already know, requires visual

observation. The enemy can employ smoke screens to blind the operators; therefore

ATGM firing should be covered by antitank artillery. The firing of the latter does

not depend as much on visuai observation as ATGM firing. Furtheraore,: the firing

accuracy of antitank artillery is sufficiently highi.

If infantry elements are-given an insufficient quantity of other antitanke,

weapons for .antitank warfare).n- close approaches to the -irst line of defense, it

is necessary, in the opinior', of American-specialists, to erect antitank obstacles

in front of the ATGM firing positions-

In connection with the above-indicated disadvantage of ATGM's, it is cofisidered

that the ATGM firing positions should be set p in vpen sections -of the terrain, but

at the same time they should be hidden from the visual ground observation Of the

,enemy. American specialists, pay very much -attention to the camouflage of ATGM f]-ing

positions. They consider that the dust and smoke that forms during firing will give

away an ATGM firing position.

When a combat group is occupying a defensive ,position, the width of whose front

does not exceed 4 km and there is only one direction under danger of tank attack,

the antitank platoon Is not broken up into squads, but is used intact for covering

this direction., In this Case the squads of the platoon set up a mutual fire ,comr

munication between themselves.

ATGM elements may be employed in a defensive operation by the American Army

also in the reserve ofia senior commander, especially ATGM's on self-propelled

launchers.

Military specialists consider that defensive 4.nfantry units cannot always,

successfully repel a tank Attack of the enemy in View of the superiority of the

attacking 'orces. In connoction' with this, antitank weapohs may be ordered to the

threatened sector of-defense incthe course of battle. In thi3 cage, ATGM's on

self-propelled launchers are irreplaceable mobile and powerful antitahikweapons,

since neither mechanized antitank artillery, noi light ATGM's, carried by soldiers,

will be able to accomplish such a rapid maneuver. In the opinion ofzmany western

military specialists, ATGM's on self-propelled launchers are powerful highly-

maneuverable antitahk weapons which successfully combine the impact of an antitack

gun, and high maneuverability. These are the only weapons in modern warfare that
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cap carry out- a wide maneuver on the battlefield, rapidly approaching e.*m tar&-

and distroyv -i hem with their oiwn -fire. For realization ATcM' a on self-propelled

launChers mast 6ccuiWy- firing -positions In such a-ras from where it is possible to

"qucly inS- in the- threatened tank-endagered direction. These areas, as a rule,

should- be: behinad the elemenits of the first echelon. It'should be noted, as American

speoiilists-consider, that AT(31' on self-propelled laincwhers, and high-caliber

MO'q s as a, rules, are not -as good as light ATKI a In the sense of camouflage.

Therefdre,-4mav* AM's on self-propelled launchers are best -mployTd when they

are' centra lized. in -the reserve of the senior cominier for general sLpjort of the

-Infantry eloements that comose the first echelon, which cannot repel an ene4W

tank Attatk without the assistance, of -ATOM's.

3ow-we shall briefly mention the problems of directing ATPM elements in battle.

,An antitank platoon can be- 4irected by mans of telephone comiications, as

wall as by radio. An antit~ii platon has telephone equipment and the necessary

quantity -6 teilephone -cablesto set up telephone comunications. The squads also

haie telephone equipment and cables which can be used for setting up comunications

with the platoon or Infantry company to which they are attached.

The leader of an antitank platoon can also direct the squads by radio, for

which the plgtoon has a radio set that operates in the radio network o- the platoon

and in the radio network of the combat group.; The squads also have their own radio

sets. If-a sqiuAd is attached to an infantry company, its radio sets operate in

the radio network of the platoon And Ji-the- radio- network of the infantry company.

Considerable attention has recently been given abroad to the application of

antitank guided missiles in aviation.

The French mounted SS-iO ATGM's -on helicopters and successfully used them in

their dirty war in Algeria.-

The Uni~ted States and France arp, presently employingATGM's not only on

helicopters, but also on~ aircraft that have velocities tip to kJ4O-kmr/hr for destrQoying

tanks, armored cars, and fortifications. For this they use special launc!hers, while

the control equipment remains unchanged.

The SS-ii is employed on the aircraft. In particular, SS-ii missiles are

launched from the Potex-75. In this case it should be considered as a flying

launcher for rocket missiles. The crew of the Potex-75 consists of a pilot and

a gunner (operator).
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On the basis of -results o,' tests conducted with ATGK's o n hellco'ptera, foreign

21311tary 'specialists came to the ccnclusion that the lawhing Gf ATGI' from

helicopters has a large value in the tactical respect. In distinction from! an

aim. lare, a helicopter permits a better use of the -terrain, although it does not

have air superiority. A helicopter, by shifting from, concealment to concealment,

and fron hollow to hollow, can unexpectedly attack moving anepy tanks before they

eake their attack. A sudden attack can also destroy an equipment Oepot or. the

Initial line behind the front. In the opinion of foreign military specialists,

even a powerfully developed tank offensive my be broken up. Helicopters witha

SS-iO missiles and aircraft with SS-ii missiles. can render direct support to the

infantry and armored forces from the air. Helicopters with ATGN' a can.-nve with

an advancing infantry, give it support by destroying hostile tanks, and they can

also icccepany A colu "i of tanks, providing it with direct support from the air.I The H-13 helicoptcr can carry four SS-10 missiles and three crew members,..

while the VH-4A helicopter can transport up to six SS- iO missiles and, in addition

to this, an. extra round of aumnition iJn the cabin, which Is designed for five men.

Missiles are-launched from- the VH-iA helicopter by the co-pilot.

Afititanh guided-missiles may also ,be used by airborne troops. In ~this case

it will be posible to launch the missiles- from special launchers or directly from

'the ground. The conitrol. panel has a distributor for six missiles. 'The SS-1i

missiles, which are intended for use by airborne troops, are equipped with devices

~for dropping them by parachute together with @,container.
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10. PERFRMANCE .CHARACTERT.PTICS OF CERTAIN ATGMIs

The calitalistic armies have recently developed a large quantity of antitank

guidid missiles -[ATN]. (MYvC) that vary in design and performance characteristics,

th3 classification of which was given in the first section of the book.

Cobtemporary ATGM' s have 'an effective firing range 1-5 km and are able to,

pierce armor -up to 400-500 mn in thickness..

Contemporary ATGMIs can be divided into three categories with respect to

weight:

- light, which weigh 6-i5-kg; their firing range is 1-1.6 kin; such missiles

include the French 9-B2B. and SS-iO, the Swedish Bantam, the Swiss Cobra-I and

Cobra-IV, and certain others-;

4 medium, ,which weigh 18-20 kg; their firing range is 'i.5-5 kin; such missiles

include, for example,. the French SS-Ii and Lutin.

-heavy, which weigh 70-I0 kg; their firing range is 2-5 km; such missiles

include, for example, the Australian Malkara and the Japanese TATM-2.

The speed of an ATGM, as a rule, is equal to 80-190 m/sec. Only the French

9-B.Bt has a supersonic speed.

Most ATGM's are.kequipped with a remote-control system with wire-transmission

of',commands. The French SS-12 has a remote-control system with radio-transmission

of commands, and the 9-B9B9 has a self-contained guidance system.

ATGM's are controlled in flight by aerodynamic rudders (for example, the Lutin

and the Cobra), by spoilers (SS-io, SS-11, and Entac) or by gas-dynamic rudders

(Pye, 9-BgBt).

The wings of most ATGM's are flat and have a cruciform or X-type arrangement.
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The Lutin has annular wings.

ATCM' s that are employed- by infantry and airborne Units are launched from

the ground from their packing boxes or even ,without -them (the Mosquito and the

'BO-810). In the- last case the missiles are only stored .and transported in their

containers. The containers have shoulder straps which make them easier to carry.

The variety -Of performance characteristics of foreign ATG's can be explained

by the absence for .& number of years of a single .opinion concerning -the requirements

of an ATGM-.

Thus, for instance, the military specialists of such countries as France,

Feaeral Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and Holland considered that ATGOPs should be

included-in the armament of small elements. In accordance with this, these countries

developed light ATGM's with a fire of approximately 1.5 km. The ATGM, s are

transported and serviced by one man. TheUnited States, conversely, developed a

heavy ATGM, the Dart, which was designed not only for destroying tanks, but also

for demolishing strong defensive constructions.

The United States recently changed its view on the application of ATGMIs.

"The Dart" was taken out of production and removed from the armed forces, and the

United States Army was armed with French SS-10 light missiles.

The United States is presently developing its own light ATGM's, one of which

might be shoulder-launched (the launcher will be' similar to an improved version

of the bazooka). Furthermore, U.S. military specialists now consider that the

destruction of tanks, at distiaces greater than 1.5 km will require medium-weight

ATGM's on self-propelled launchers.

The British Army has adopted a heavy. ATGM, the Malkar4, and also a light

ATGM, the Vickersm-89i, and has pirchased light SS-iO missiles from France.

As an exampie, we shall consider the design of two French ATGH's, in greater

detail, the SS-iO and the SS-iI.

The SS-iO is employed by the French Army and has been adopted by the British,

Swedish, Swiss, and West German Armies. SS-iO missiles are also employed on ships

of 6he French Navy.

The design of the SS-iO is that of a miniature- airplane, but without a tail

section (Fig. 35). Lift is created by the cruciform wings. The missile frame

follows the "tailless" ,aerodynamic configuration. The wings are set at an angle

of attack to the axis of the frame: this wing arrangement permits the missile to
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turn ar its logtudial axis during fliht.

Tha ontros are spoilers which are mounted at the baie of the trailing-edges

of the wigp (spoilers in certain foreign sources Are called intercepters).

tw10 .are lifting surfaces WithxMounded leading and trailling edges. They

consist of a skin awde; from. a light al;oy with a filter -of cork-like wood, e.g.,

balsa. me wings are attached to -tue missile body by means of a coupling flange.

Control sIgnAI& in the horizontal and vertical planes are alternately transmitted

throigh contact; -rins and brushes to solenoids of opposing pairs of spoilers. The

action 'of each pair of spoilers is reversed'at i80.

The contact rings and :brushes are located in a control-signal box which is

held In place by a gyroscope..

The gyroscope is accelerated by the gases of a powder charge to a very high

speed for O.i sec.

The SS-iO has two solid-propellant engines, a booster and a sustainer, with

concentrically arranged nozzles. The nozzles of the booster are arranged around

the external circumference. The booster accelerates the missile to a speed of

80-90 m/sec in , ;5 sec, which makes it possible to employ launchers without guide

rails.

-The- sustainer ignites .when- the booster charge burns through the holes in the

wall between, the series-arranged combustion chambers.

For facilititing missile guidance (when visibility is poor) a tracer is mounted

in'the tail of the missile, since operation of the sustainer does not ensure good

observation of the missile-

The SS-iO' is equipped with a remote-control system with wir-e-transmission of

commands. The missile consists of two units: the warhead (first unit); the wings,

engine, and body with power supply and control elements (second unit). The warhead

is attached to the body by three angular latches with a catch. A dry-cell is

inserted before connection;. it is intended for supplying power to the spoiler. The

units are connected only gfter insertion of the dry-cell battery.

*The warhead of the shaped charge can pierce armor up to 400 mm in thickness.

The fuse is set off by the pressure of the gases of the propellant that is

burning in the sustainer, which prevents premature actuation of the ftse.

Both missile units are stored in a strong metal box. The packing holds up well

under concussions and shocks.
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The missile can be stored for an unlimited period in the box. The battery,

which is located In a small external nest of the box, is replaced every six onth
"0- 0

months. The entire system can function at ambient air temperatures -35 to +50 C

and is watertight.

The SS-iO usually is launched from Its shipping box (packing crate),, which

contains a small launching platform that is made from tubes. The French Ar places

the shipping boxes on the ground, while the Navy puts them on ships and even on the

gun-carriages .of antiaircraft guns of their gunboats, which. ensures -directional

aiming of the missiles. The Americans employ a set of three launchers on a Jeep

chassis.

A launcher consists of a tubular arch, which !4pports- a short gude -rail, and

a tube. The arch-has an adapter, which connects the cable from the control panel

to two wires, kiod a clip that keeps the wire out of the stream of gases coming

from the engine during launching. The wires are steel with enamled insulation.

When the missile is rotated, they are twisted into one braid. The wires are e~oiled

navy-style (siiiilar to mooring ropes), since they unwind quickly, thus making it

impossible for any kind of revolving bobbin- to ibe employed.

The comnmnd-c6ntrol equipment is designed to provide maximuki deployment

flexibility under combat conditions. The batteries of the SS-10- Occupy tactlcally
important positions. The missiles are connected by means of cables to a Junction -

box which in turn is attached by wires to p. device that generates (produce-) slgnals.,

The equipment also includes a selector and launch-control equipmefnt. 'his assemblV,

which usually occupies a concealed position, is manned by one crew member (Or a

two-man crew); he obtains instructions from the operator, by means of a -feid

telephone or a portable transceiver, for selecting and,launc hing the -proper missile

of the battery, uhe firing position of which simultaneously contains four to six

missiles.

The operator aims the missile at the target with -help of a binocular sight

equipped with a reticle or by eye, depending upon the distance and visibility.

The power source of the signal generator is a field storage-battery, from

which a high-intensity current is supplied to the signal generator.

The launcher, which is mounted on a Jeep, is more compact.

The missile can be guided to the target by two methods:

-directly from the jeep (the driver and operator ars protected from the
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exat blsjt by, a protective steel shi. ; d).;

-frau the observation post, ifaere -the operator has- only the comiand instrument,

while the missile and generator art oft the 3eev..

In w tim and wooded terrains, .thA missiles together with their launchers

and 6oitrol .qiiiwnt can be regoVed 'uickly from tne, firing position and, carried

lb. SS-iO has a fan-;srijf7p;; 'keid of fire with horizontal, fire at apprqxiiatelIy

900. lth-4sxmI== range of -action is apptoximately 1.6 km.

* In- addition -to an armor-pierz~lng, v44head, an anti-personnel fragmenitation,

wearhead maybe ,,e~loyed

The SS-lI (Fli. 36% -is not a si*3le replaemnt of the- SS-iO. it was deVeloped

sp ecially ,fr mechariiied troops, whereas the SS-i0 IL. an S4-iAntry weapon. The SS-i1

is intendedP'minly for launchifig from arm~ored cars, trucks, aircraft, or sma~ll

-Ships.' It-- ~3so has another 'aethe Nord-5210.,

The ;baoaii 'of the SS-ii -dediin aoted the guidance system and warhead of the

SS-1V,,. and -the cdntiol systek- of the siipersoiqYIc missile Nord-;5iO3 (air-to-air

surface).

-In tie & lViier issue (1958)' of Flight. there -v s an aftiele that described

the-appeparance o; this m;issile and made an anialogy" with the OS.;OIb and the Nord-5i03.

The,- ogiv,,J. -hose cone', which -contaL-s the .chargej is -sci6ewed to, the body of the

iissii6 -in. drder to elimiziate drag of the' apidly cperating. cranks. The cylindrical.

.corps, to which the wings,16:re mounted-, carries the-'booster and sustainer. Behind

the engines there is a cy.iAndrical con-partment that contains the control instruments,

two coils of wire, and a tracer for .tacilitating guidance. the design of the missile

body is simple; it is, made from & light alloy.

The cruciform wnsof '~his iaissile possess better aerodynamic characteristics-

than the wings of the ,SS-iO. Initead of lifting surfaces in the form of flat plates,

wings witly a-symmetrid profile are employed. There are no exact data on the material

of the wings. They are evidently made from thin sheet material, e.g., a light alloy

with a cork-type filler. The wings are set at a certain angle to the axis of the

missile body so that the missile revolves slol/iy intliJght. The wire are wound into

one strand just as in the SS-1O. Turning of the missile in flight neutralizes the

various errors in the manufacture of the missile, makes it possible to increase its

manufacturing allowances, and thereby to considerably decrease its cost.
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The booster Is equipped with two lateral Jet nozzles whose angle of Inclination

ensures passage of the nozzle axes through the center of gravity of the. mlssile.

The missile is controlled by deflecting the Jet stream of gases.

The mentioned article (from FliFht) indicates that. this missile-control system

must have two Op-osing pairs of spoilers. It was noted that .the spoilers are

actuated by two paiis of electromagnets that are excited by a weak current from

dry-cell batteries. Thus, Just as in the SS-iO, the current from the dry-cell

batteries must be transmitted by the solenoids of the spoilers in accordance with

the signals that are transmitted by two relays and a distributor. One relay is in

the missile-control channel in the horizontal plane, and the second is in the vertical

plane. The distributor works together with a gyroscope, which retains it in a fixed

position. Both relays- and the gyroscope-distributor unit, in the opinion of -the

author of the mentioned article, must be located in back of the engines in a

cylindrical housing made from a light alloy. The gyroscope is rotated by a

solid-propellant engine.

The two wire coils, through which commands are transmitted to the missile,
0project on both sides of the missile's taij. section at an angle of 90 with respect

to the plane of the two booster nozzles. The coils do not revolve, the wire in

them is coiled. Two tracers and a launching -squib are mounted in the rear
compartment, the center of Which has an opening for the passage of the jet stream

from the sustainer.

The missile is guided to the target by means of a sight of the same type as

the one employed for aiming the SS-iO. The same power sources, signal generator,

and actuator of the remote-control lever are used.

The launchers are made from a light alloy. The missile is suspended by means

of a V-shaped attachment or is held on, a guide rail by its own weight. Furthermore,

the missiles can be launched from their shipp ng boxes. The missile is stored

separately from the warhead. The di~y-cell battery, which- has a limited service

life, is stored in a separate section of the box; it may be replaced without opening

the main containe;.

'Launching of the SS-i is v ery simple. The missile usually is placed on the

trailing edges of its wings, and its nose cone is supported by a strut to give it

the appropriate angle of elevation. The upper part of the wooden box is equipped

with a tubular rotary strut and a guide for retention of the wires.
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Thi ,equipment that goes into thie sS-41 Includes a launch-control monitoring

pael (for checking, all operations of the guidance instruA.nts) and a device for

testing t e dry-cell batteriJes, which are in the missile or stored in cdntainers.

Afterzthe liunch signal is given, the gyroscope startsrto revolve, and the

booster charge ignites in the two lateral nozzles. The bo6ster accelerates- the

missile to a speed'-of 100-110 m/sec in,.J.4 sec-. The sustainer begins operation

0.7 see after the booster is launched and' continues to accelerate the missile. A

terminal design-elocity of approxiaately 190 m/sec is attained for a maximum range
of flight equal to aproximately 3.5 k after 23 seconds of flight.

When ihe SS-1 is launched from an aircraft or a helicopter, its maximum speed

is limited to 110 m/sec, which is connected with the .strength of the wires of

coiaunicaticn, lie.

The laterai range of the :iissile amounts to approximately '0 °0 in each direction

from the launching direction. Deviations from the course can amount to 15-200

durLn the -first two. seconds of flight. The minimum range of effective fire is

approximately 500 m.

The warhead consists of hollow-shaped and fragmentation-charges. It can

penetrate -5 mm, of armored plate at a target-impact angle of 90°.

The SS-i1 is a mass-produced weapons. In the last two years, approximately

5,000 of these.mi ssiles were Manufactured. The French-Armed Forces have several

standard launchers for firing the SS-Ii. Inasmuch as the span of the sweptback

wings of the SS-ii is only 2/3 of the wingspan of the SS-10, the vehicle can carry

more SS-Iimissiles than SS-iO missiles. Airplane manufacturers built-in include

launchers under each wing of the Dassault Flamand and the Vought Corsair. Double

built'.in units are also installed on the cross beam of the Sud-Aviation Alouette

helicopter and an original unit is installed on a U.S., Navy Sikorsky helicopter.

An airborne launcher is basically the same as a ground launcher, except that it has

a light-Veight fairing, -the missile is always suspended.

The SS-I1 is also being tested as a shore-defense missile. It can be esily

concealed in shorecliffs and shrubs. The SS-1i is tested in the same way as a

weapon that is launched from an ST. The NATO countries, which-have long shore

lines, show a special interest in the SS-11 since it is easier to conceal and

deploy in a combat formation than a gun that has a shell of the same power.

The designation of the SS-11 and the SS-10 comes from the French words
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"sol-sol,'" which means iground-to-ground."

The length of the missile is 1080 ai, wingspan 475 m, ca'A'bef 165 a, launching

weight 28 kg, weight of warhead 6 kg, maximum speed 190 m/sec, and maximim:.range

3.5 km.

The dimensions of the shipping box. are 89 x 43 x 59 cm, and the: weight of this

box is 35 kg.

Much work is being conducted abroad on the improvement of ATGM control systems.

The reiaote-control system with wire-transmissionof commands is distingUished by

its simplicity and noise immunity for light missiles with a firing range of

approximtely 1.5 km. Yor medium-weight ATGM's with a firing range of 34km, a

remote-dontrol system is beihg developedwith radio-transmission of commands. The -

control systems of light ATGM's isalso being improved. For instance, attempts

are being made to develop self-guided missiles,. The homing heads of these missiles

are being designed with the use of infrared aiad ultraviolet rays. Furthermore,

attempts to create laser-guided ATGM's are being made.

'Light ATGM'b are presently being developed to have a minimum time for launch

preparation. As 'indicated earlier, the Swiss-developed ATGM, the Mosquito, requires

30-40 seconds for launch preparation, and a total of 4-5 minutes for preparation

of an'entire battery of these missiles.

Work now is also being done abroad on increasing the armor-piercing capability

of ATGM's, increasing their effective range of fire, improving their attitude-control

sZstems, and decreasing the chassis dimensions for their launchers.

Finally, considerable attention is being given to decreasing the "dead zone"

in front of ATGM firing positions. In connection with the presence of the ATGM's

"dead zone," certain foreign.countries consider that the infantry needs antitank

weapons that are less cumbersome than ATGM's, but at the same time, Sufficiently

powerful, i.e., an infantryman should carry this weapon and independently use it

for destroying tanks at a distance to '00-600 m. These infantry weapons should

supplement the ,ATGM's, but not replace them. In connection with this, several

countries are developing a light infantry antitank unguided weapon for striking

tanks at short ranges. For instance, the Federal German Army is adopting a new

Faustpatrone" (rocket grenade) whose firing range, armor-piercing ability, and

simplicity of h.ndling make it considerably superior to its World War II predecessor.

The principle of action and design of unguided antitank rocket weapons will be

covered in the following section.
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ii. UNGUIDED 'ANTITANK ROCKET WEAPONS

Thecontemporary unguided .antitank rocket weapon i's a means of infantry defense

and L used fbr the- desruti6n of tanks at close distances. This -weapon is very
slaple in design and 'handling,; and weighs very little- It consists basically of an

antitank rocket with a shaped-charge warhead and a tube that serves as alauncher.

'It has a solid-propellant engine. The weapon can be carried by one soldier, who

prepares it for'action and uses'to destroy tanks. Howeyer, there are heavier models

that require several men to handle them. They are" fired, depending upon the

particular model, from the prpne, kneeling, or standing position. For aiming the

tube, i.e., the launcher, there is usually a simple sight. The shaped-charge

warhead makes it possible to penetrate the armor of contemporary tanks at low

veloc'ities.

.a

SS 3lI ZI0 1

Fig. 43. Diagram of an unguided antitank rocket:
a) nose section; b) rocket section; i - housing;
2 - payload; 3 - fuse; 4 - detonator; 5 - combustion
chamber; 6 - powder charge; 7 - nozzl-; 8 - fin;

9 - recess; 10O- metal funnel.
A diagram of an unguided antitank rocket is shown in Fig. 43. As can be

seen from the figure, the rocket consists of a nose section a anda rocket section b.

The nose section a consists of a housing 1, an explosive shaped charge 2 with

shaped-dharge recess 9 and metal funnel 10, a fuse 3, and a detonator 4.
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The rocket secti6n6 consists of .- o powder charge 6,, which propels the- rocket

engine, an engine chamber 5- (which housea the powdei charge and burns it)., -a,-

nozzle 7, and a fin 8. -

An example of a light-weight unguided-antitank weapon is the recently developed

antitank rocket launcher 1AW-XM72 (Fig. -a and b)-. It consists of a- iight

single-shot launcher and a rocket genade. The weight of the grenade and -launcher

is 2 kg. The, launching tube is made of polyester pla0,ic reinforced with fiberglass.

The launching tube is also the packing container of the grenade. The diaete,I of the tube is 75 mm and the length of the packing ,container is 635 mm. An

,additional section ispulled out of the tube before- firing, so that the packing

container can be used as a launcher. The length of the tube in its extended

position is 965 mm. The rocket launcher is lined up- oh the target by means -of a

peep sight through the rifleman looks, and a transparent graduated plastic bar

over the end of the muzzle. Its firing, range is unknown. The sight is marked off

to 274 -m.

a

Fig. 44. Contemporary unguided antitank

rocket launcher- a) barrel-, b)- rocket grenade.

The rocket motor of the grenade is ,completely active in the launching tube

until the grenade leaves it. The warhead is equipped with a new powerful explosive,

"octol," which was specially developed for this weapon.

The grenade is stabilized in flight by magnesium-alloy fins.

One soldier can. carry four of these antitank weapons together with their grenades

in a sling over his shoulder. Each tube is equipped with a shoulder strap.

In addition to its prime mission, i.e., knocking out tanks, this weapon also
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can -be ue o the d*ttaction_ ot~ 11&ht fortifications.

A heavier vu zidedantitank iueapon- Is the American X-20 Bazooka -(Fig. 45).

The, hmricans used, this weapon in the Korean War for destroyii,* tanks. The Bazodka

is:,Antened for- use Aict -ohly against tanks, t-ut also- against self-propelled artillery

Vehicles. aMd~mmored, cars. -It is designed also for firing ahrough gdh ports of

reinforeed 4ilacemnts and piliboxes.

a

'Pig. 45. Bazooka -antitank weapon;
al"~in firing pbsi' bn; b) in carrying

- - position; I - barrel; 2 - shield;
3 --bipod; 4f - coupling; 5 - firing
mechanism; 6 - sight; 7 --shoulder
stock; 8 -zstrap; 9 - shield.

The folding legs 3 supports the weapon when firing in the prone position.

They -oddunder the tube for-firing in the standing position. the tube is

sedtional, which makes it easier to carryj. It consists of two sectftuz .(puzzle and

breech). To set up the weapon in the tiring position, both sections of the tube:

are connected to form one piece wit+h the help of a coupling 41 and a split lock.

Shield 2 protects the gun crew from the effect of the gases that form when tiring.

The firing mechanism 5 consists of a magneto, trigger mechanism, and safety switch.

A shot is fired by squeezing the trigger.

The Bazooka is fired by direct aiming through the optical sight from the prone

and kneeling positions. Te crew consists o two men: a loader and a gunner.

The -greate:Zt effective firing range for mioving and stationary targets is up

to 200 m; the armor-piercing ability is up to 280 mm.
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The Korean War revealed some serious deficiencies of this weapon: large fire

dispersion, low rate of fire, and insufficient effectiveness of fire.
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